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PART I
DETERMINATION AND VIEWS OF THE COMMISSION
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UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION
Investigation No. 731-TA-700 (Final)
DISPOSABLE LIGHTERS FROM THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA
Determination
On the basis of the record 1 developed in the subject investigation, the Commission
determines, 2 pursuant to section 735(b) of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. § 1673d(b)) (the
Act), that an industry in the United States is not materially injured or threatened with
material injury, and the establishment of an industry in the United States is not materially
retarded, by reason of imports from the People's Republic of China of disposable pocket
lighters, provided for in subheadings 9613.10.00 and 9613.20.00 of the Harmonized Tariff
Schedule of the United States, that have been found by the Department of Commerce to be
sold in the United States at less than fair value (LTFV).
Background
The Commission instituted this investigation effective December 13, 1994, following
a preliminary determination by the Department of Commerce that imports of disposable
pocket lighters from the People's Republic of China were being sold at LTFV within the
meaning of section 733(b) of the Act (19 U.S.C. § 1673b(b)). Notice of the institution of
the Commission's investigation and of a public hearing to be held in connection therewith
was given by posting copies of the notice in the Office of the Secretary, U.S. International
Trade Commission, Washington, DC, and by publishing the notice in the Federal Register of
February 1, 1995 (60 P.R. 6289). The hearing was held in Washington, DC, on March 21,
1995, and all persons who requested the opportunity were permitted to appear in person or
by counsel.

1 The record is defined in sec. 207.2(f) of the Commission's Rules of Practice and Procedure (19
CPR § 207 .2(f)).
2 Commissioners Rohr and Newquist dissenting.
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VIEWS OF THE COMMISSION
Based on the record in this final investigation, we determine that the industry in the
United States producing disposable lighters is neither materially injured, nor threatened with
material injury, by reason of imports from the People's Republic of China ("China") that are
sold in the United States at less than fair value ("LTFV"). 1 2
The rationale for our determination is substantially the same as that set forth in our
views in our recent determination regarding LTFV imports of disposable lighters from
Thailand,3 which are incorporated by reference. 4 The Commission's determination in a Title
VII investigation is based upon the record in that specific investigation. In this instance,
except as noted below, the record in this investigation is virtually identical to the record for
the Thailand determination, in which the Commission thoroughly discussed all relevant
issues. Indeed, the only significant factual differences between the investigations are the
reduction in the volume of subject imports from China due to the exclusion by the
Department of Commerce ("Commerce") of two Chinese exporters from its affirmative final
determination, and the final weighted-average dumping margins. 5 The parties' additional
submissions in this investigation have not raised new issues. Accordingly, we do not repeat
our earlier analysis in detail.

I.

LIKE PRODUCT AND DOMESTIC INDUSTRY
A.

In General

In determining whether an industry in the United States is materially injured or
threatened with material injury by reason of the subject imports, the Commission first defines
the "like product" and the "industry." Section 771(4)(A) of the Tariff Act of 1930, as
amended (the "Act"), defines the relevant domestic industry as "the domestic producers as a
whole of a like product, or those producers whose collective output of the like product
constitutes a major proportion of the total domestic production of that product. 116 In turn, the
statute defines "like product" as "a product which is like, or in the absence of like, most
similar in characteristics and uses with, the article subject to an investigation. "7 The
Commission's decision regarding the appropriate like product or products is essentially a
1 Commissioners Rohr and Newquist determine that a threat to the domestic industry exists by
reason of the subject imports. See their dissenting views.
2 The petition seeking initiation of this investigation was filed prior to the effective date of the
Uruguay Round Agreements Act. This investigation thus remains subject to the substantive and
procedural rules of the pre-existing law. See Pub. L. 103-465, 108 Stat. 4809 (1994), at § 291.
Whether the establishment of an industry in the United States is materially retarded is not an
issue in this investigation.
3 Disoosable Lighters from Thailand, Inv. No. 731-TA-701 (Final), USITC Pub. 2876 (Apr. 1995).
4 Commissioner Bragg cumulated subject imports from China and Thailand in makilig her no
present injury determination in the Thailand investigation, but declined to do so for the purpose of
analyzing the threat of imports of disposable lighters from Thailand.
5 See 60 Fed. Reg. 22,359, 22,370 (May 5, 1995) (exclusion of China National Overseas Trading
Corporation and Gao Yao (HK) Hua Fa Industrial Company Ltd. by virtue of finding of :zero percent
dumping margin). See also Letter from John M. Gurley to The Honorable Ronald H. Brown (May 1,
1995).
6 19 U.S.C. § 1677(4)(A).
7 19 u.s.c. § 1677(10).
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factual determination, and the Commission has applied the statutory standard of "like" or
"most similar in characteristics and uses" on a case-by-case basis. 8 No single factor is
dispositive, and the Commission may consider factors it deems relevant based upon the facts
of a particular investigation. The Commission looks for "clear dividing lines among possible
like products" and disregards minor variations. 9
B.

Like Product Issues

The imported articles subject to this investigation are:
disposable pocket lighters . . . , whether or not refillable, whose fuel is butane,
isobutane, propane, or other liquefied hydrocarbon, or a mixture containing any of
these, whose vapor pressure at 75 degrees fahrenheit (24 degrees Celsius) exceeds a
gauge pressure of 15 pounds per square inch. 10
In our preliminary investigations and in our recent final determination with respect to the
investigation involving disposable lighters from Thailand, we found one like product,
consisting of standard and child-resistant disposable lighters; we did not include refillable
non-disposable lighters. 11 There is no new evidence that would warrant altering our
determination in this final investigation. We thus determine that there is a single like
product, consisting of all disposable lighters.
C.

Domestic Industry
,

Based upon the definition of the like product, the domestic industry consists of the
sole domestic producer of standard and child-resistant disposable lighters, i.e. petitioner BIC
Corporation ("BIC"). 12

D.

CONDITION OF TIIE DOMESTIC INDUSTRY

In assessing whether the domestic industry is materially injured or threatened with
material injury by reason of LTFV imports, we consider all relevant economic factors that
bear on the state of the industry in the United States. 13 These factors include output, sales,
inventories, capacity utilization, market share, employment, wages, productivity, profits, cash
flow, return on investment, ability to raise capital, and research and development. No single

8 See Torrington Co. v. United States, 747 F. Supp. 744, 749 n.3 (Ct. lnt'l Trade 1990), aff'd,
938 F.2d 1278 (Fed. Cir. 1991).
9 Torrington Co. v. United States, 747 F. Supp. at 748-49.
10 60 Fed. Reg. 22,359 (May 5, 1995).
11 Disoosable Lighters from Thailand, USITC Pub. 2876, at 1-6 - 1-8; Di9J>0sable Lighters from the
People's Republic of China and Thailand, Inv. Nos. 303-TA-25 & 731-TA-700-701 (Preliminary),
USITC Pub. 2792 (June 1994), at 1-7 - 1-10.
12 Because there is only one domestic producer, most quantitative information pertaining to the
domestic industry may not be discussed in a public opinion. We have been granted permission by
petitioner to discuss in the public opinion general trends pertaining to the domestic industry.
13 29 u.s.c. § 1677(7)(C)(iii).
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factor is dispositive and all relevant factors are considered "within the context of the business
cycle and conditions of competition that are distinctive to the affected industry." 14
Our analysis of the condition of the domestic industry is provided in full detail in
Disposable Lighters from Thailand. 15 Our views concerning the conditions of competition in
this investigation are the same, with the most important condition of competition being the
Consumer Product Safety Commission ("CPSC") ban on the manufacture or importation of
standard lighters after July 12, 1994. The record evidence relating to the condition of the
domestic industry also remains the same in this investigation as in the Thailand investigation.
Consequently, we adopt in full our discussion of the condition of the domestic industry,
including the conditions of competition, as set forth in our opinion in the Thailand
investigation. 16

m.

CUMULATION

In this investigation we have not cumulated imports of disposable lighters from China
with imports from Thailand. 17 18 Although BIC filed the petition underlying this investigation
simultaneously with the petition in Disposable Lighters from Thailand, imports from Thailand
are no longer "subject to investigation" as of vote day for this investigation because of the
Commission's negative determination with respect to Thai imports. 19

IV.

NO MATERIAL INJURY BY REASON OF LTFV IMPORTS

In final antidumping duty investigations, the Commission determines whether an
industry in the United States is materially injured by reason of imJ>orts subject to
investigation that Commerce has determined to be sold at LTFV. In malting this
determination, the Commission must consider the volume of imports, their effect on prices
for the like product, and their impact on domestic producers of the like product, but only in
the context of U.S. production operations. 21 Although the Commission may consider

19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(C)(iii).
USITC Pub. 2876, at 1-9 - 1-11.
16 Commissioners Rohr and Newquist find that, although the domestic industry is not currently
experiencing material injuty, it is threatened with injuty. Therefore they do not join the remainder of
this opinion. See their dissenting views, infra.
17 Generally, in determining whether there is material injuty by reason of the LTFV imports, the
Commission is required to assess cumulatively the volume and effect of imports from two or more
countries subject to investigation if such imports "compete with each other and with like products of
the domestic industry in the United States market." 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(C)(iv)(I).
18 Vice Chairman Nuzum analyzed the effects of the LTFV imports on a non-cumulated and on a
cumulated basis. She finds the reeord supports a negative determination regardless of the approach
used with respect to cumulation. For her cumulated analysis, ~ Additional Views of Vice Chairman
Janet A. Nuzum.
19 See 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(C)(iv)(I); Chaparral Steel Co. v. United States, 901F.2d1097, 110405 (Fed. Cir. 1990) (to be cumulated under the mandatoty cumulation provision, imports must be
subject to investigation as of vote day).
20 19 u.s.c. § 1673d(b).
21 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(B)(i). The Commission "may consider such other economic factors as are
relevant to the determination" but shall "identify each [such] factor . . . and explain in full its
relevance to the determination." 19 U .s.c: § 1677(7){B).
14
15
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alternative causes of injury to the domestic industry other than the LTFV imports, it is not to
weigh causes. 22 23 24
Based on the data available in this investigation, we find that the domestic industry is
not materially injured by reason of LTFV imports from China.
A.

The Volume of Subject Imports

The volume of subject imports increased between 1992 and 1994, and they were at
substantial levels throughout this period. 25 However, the volume must be considered in light
of the increased levels of consumption. 26 Although BIC's share of the U.S. market declined
by quantity from 1992 to 1994, the decline was very small.27 Moreover, when measured by
value, domestic market share actually increased from 1992 to 1994. 28 Finally, the market
share of non-LTFV imports declined steadily from 1992 to 1994, and to a much greater

See, ~. Citrosuco Paulista. S.A. v. United States, 704 F. Supp. 1075, 1101 (Ct. lnt'l Trade
1988). Alternative causes may include the following: the volume and prices of imports sold at fair
value, contraction in demand or changes in patterns of consumption, trade, restrictive practices of and
competition between the foreign and domestic producers, developments in technology, and the export
performance and productivity of the domestic industry. S. Rep. No. 249, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. 74
(1979). Similar language is contained in the House Report. H.R. Rep. No. 317, 96th Cong., 1st
Sess. 47 (1979).
23 For Chairman Watson's interpretation of the statutory requirement regarding causation,~
Certain Calcium Aluminate Cement and Cement Clinker from France, Inv. No. 731-TA-645 (Final),
USITC Pub. 2772, at 1-14 n.68 (May 1994).
24 Commissioner Crawford notes that the statute requires the Commission to determine whether a
domestic industry is "materially injured by reason of" the LTFV imports. She finds that the clear
meaning of the statute is to require a determination of whether the domestic industry is materially
injured by reason of LTFV imports, not by reason of LTFV imports among other things. Many, if
not most, domestic industries are subject to injury from more than one economic factor. Of these
factors, there may be more than one that independently is causing material injury to the domestic
industry. It is assumed in the legislative history that the "ITC will consider information which
indicates that harm is caused by factors other than the less-than-fair-value imports." S. Rep. No. 249,
at 75. However, the legislative history makes it clear that the Commission is not to weigh or
prioritize the factors that are independently causing material injury. Id. at 74; H.R. Rep. No. 317, at
46-47. The Commission is not to determine if the LTFV imports are "the principal, a substantial or a
significant cause of material injury.• S. Rep. No. 249, at 74. Rather, it is to determine whether any
injury "by reason of" the LTFV imports is material. That is, the Commission must determine if the
subject imports are causing material injury to the domestic industry. "When determining the effect of
imports on the domestic industry, the Commission must consider all relevant factors that can
demonstrate if unfairly traded imports are materially injuring the domestic industiy." S. Rep. No. 71,
100th Cong., 1st Sess. 116 (1987) (emphasis added).
25 U.S. imports of subject lighters increased from"'"'*· Table A-3, CR II at A-7, PR II at A-3.
In terms of value, subject imports increased from**"'· Table A-3, CR II at A-7, PR II at A22

3.
These figures are also reflected in the subject imports' market share, the quantity of which
increased from"'*"'· Table A-3, CR II at A-7, PR II at A-3.
26 See Table 1, CR I at 1-16, PR I at II-10, Table D-7, CR I at D-13, PR I at II-D-4.
27 Table 28, CR I at 1-72 - 1-73, PR I at Il-26, Table D-7, CR I at D-13, PR I at D-4.
28 Table 28, CR I at 1-72 - 1-73, PR I at Il-26, Table D-7, CR I at D-13, PR I at D-4.
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degree than domestic market share, suggesting that the subject imports are primarily
displacing non-LTFV imports rather than the domestic product.29
As a consequence of the imposition of the CPSC ban on standard lighters, subject
imports from China lost market share between the first and second halves of 1994 while the
domestic industry experienced a gain. 30 BIC's share of the quantity of the market increased
by *** percentage points, and the value of its market share increased by *** percentage
points during this period. At the same time, the quantity share of subject imports declined
by ***percentage points and the value share declined by ***percentage points.31
As discussed in the condition of the domestic industry section of our Thailand
opinion, brand name disposable lighters such as BIC's are concentrated in the high end of the
market, while lower-quality, private label lighters, such as the subject imports, are
concentrated in the low end of the market. 32 The volume of subject imports increased as the
size of the low end of the market increased. We are not persuaded that low-end subject
import lighters are displacing domestic brand name lighters. We conclude, therefore, that the
foregoing factors reduce the significance of the volume and market share of subject imports.
As discussed above, we are precluded from cumulating imports from Thailand and
China because of our negative determination with respect to Thailand. 33 In addition, in its
final determination Commerce reduced to zero the weighted-average dumping margins for
two companies for which larger margins had been found in its preliminary determination.34
Therefore, these two companies' disposable lighters are now excluded from our data for
subject imports. As a result, the volumes and market shares of LTFV subject imports from
China are significantly lower than they were when we made our determination in the
Thailand investigation.35 This further strengthens our finding that the volume of LTFV
imports of disposable lighters from China is not significant. We found cumulated imports
from China and Thailand were not significant in our recent determination in Disposable
Lighters from Thailand. It would be anomalous to conclude that the smaller volume of
subject imports from China alone are significant in these circumstances. 36

Table 28, CR I at I-72, PR I at II-26.
Table A-3, CR II at A-7, PR II at A-3.
31 Table 28, CR I at 1-72 - 1-73, PR I at II-26; Table A-3, CR II at A-7, PR II at A-3. In terms of
quantity, BIC's share of domestic consumption rose from*** percent in the last half. The subject
imports, however, lost market share: they experienced a decrease from*** percent. The value of
BIC's market share increased from*** percent during this period, while the value of the subject
imports' market share decreased from*** percent. Table 28, CR I at 1-72 - 1-73, PR I at II-26;
Table A-3, CR II at A-7, PR II at A-3.
32 USITC Pub. 2876, at 1-9.
33 Vice Chairman Nuzum does not join in this statement.
34 In its preliminary determination, Commerce found a dumping margin of 37.48 percent for China
National Overseas Trading Corporation, and a de minimis margin of 0.10 for Gao Yao (HK) Hua Fa
Industrial Co., Ltd. 59 Fed. Reg. 64,191, 64,195 (Dec. 13, 1994).
35 For example, in terms of quantity, shipments of cumulated imports ranged from *** lighters in
1992 to*** in 1994. Table 1, CR I at 1-16, PR I at Il-10, Table D-7, CR I at D-13, PR I at D-4. In
contrast, shipments of subject Chinese imports increased from only ***lighters in 1992 to*** in
1994. Table A-3, CR Il at A-7, PR II at A-3. The market share of cumulated imports was*** in
1992 and increased to*** in 1994, Table 28, CR I at 1-72, PR I at II-26, while the comparable
figures for subject imports from China are*** in 1992, increasing to*** in 1994. Table A-3, CR II
at A-7, PR II at A-3.
36 See Disposable Lighters from Thailand, USITC Pub. 2876, at 1-14 - 1-15 for our in-depth
analysis of the effect of the volume of cumulated Thai and Chinese imports on the domestic industry.
29

30
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B.

The Effect of Subject Imports on Domestic Prices

In evaluating the effect of LTFV imports on domestic prices, the Commission
considers whether there has been significant price underselling by subject imports and
whether the imports depress prices to a significant degree or prevent price increases that
otherwise would have occurred, to a significant degree. 37 Although we have not evaluated
the price effects of the subject imports on a cumulated basis as we did in the Thailand
investigation, the data, which were presented for each country separately, have not changed
since that investigation. The pricing trends for the Chinese imports are comparable to the
pricing trends for the cumulated Chinese and Thai imports. 38 We found the cumulated
subject imports had no significant adverse price effects. Similarly, the price effects of
subject imports from China alone are not significant for the reasons stated in the Thailand
determination. 39 As we did in the Thai investigation, we discount the underselling by the
Chinese product because of the brand name recognition for the domestic product, as well as
the reputation for quality and safety that are attributable to the high-end domestic product,
and otherwise find no significant adverse price effects resulting from the subject imports from
China. 40 41
C.

Impact on the Domestic Industry

We find that there has been no significant adverse impact on the domestic industry by
the subject imports. In our determination in the Thailand investigation, we found no
significant adverse impact resulting from cumulated Chinese and Thai imports. We decline
to find that the smaller volume of subject imports from China alone had such an impact
here. 42 43

19 u.s.c. § 1677(7)(C)(ii).
See Tables 29-32, CR I at I-92 - I-95, PR I at Il-33.
39 See CR II at 1-5 - 1-6 n.6; PR II at Il-5 n.6.
40 For a thorough discussion of our analysis of the effects of the prices of the subject imports on the
domestic industry,~ Disoosable Lighters from Thailand, USITC Pub. 2876, at 1-15 - 1-17.
41 In the Thailand investigation, Commissioner Crawford found that subject imports did not have
significant price effects on domestic prices. She found that there would have been no shift in demand
towards domestic lighters if subject imports had been sold at higher, fairly traded prices. See
Diimosable Lighters from Thailand, USITC Pub. 2876, at 1-16 n.99. In this investigation, the final
Chinese margins are lower than the margins used in the Thailand investigation. Accordingly, if
Chinese imports had been priced fairly, their prices would have risen by a lesser amount than in the
Thailand investigation. Thus, it is even less likely that demand would have shifted to domestic lighters
if Chinese imports had been priced fairly. With no shift in demand towards domestic lighters, the
domestic industry would not have been able to increase its prices.
42 For our complete analysis of the impact on the domestic industry of the subject imports, ~
Disposable Lighters from Thailand, USITC Pub. 2876, at 1-17 - 1-19.
43 As Commissioner Crawford noted earlier, at the lower, final dumping margins for Chinese
imports, it is even less likely that demand would have shifted to domestic lighters if Chinese imports
had been priced fairly. With no shift in demand towards domestic lighters, the domestic industry
would not have been able to increase significantly either its prices or the quantity sold. Consequently,
the domestic industry would not have increased its revenues significantly, and thus would not have
been materially better off if Chinese imports had been priced fairly.
37

38
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V.

NO THREAT OF MATERIAL INJURY BY REASON OF LTFV IMPORTS
A.

Cumulation

In assessing whether a domestic industry is threatened with material injury by reason
of imports from two or more countries, the Commission has discretion to cumulate the
volume and price effects of such imports if they compete with each other and the domestic
like product. 44 However, as explained above, we do not cumulate subject imports from
China with imports from Thailand, because the latter are no longer "subject to investigation"
as of vote day for this investigation. 45 Notwithstanding this fact, we would reach the same
result had we cumulated subject imports from China with lighter imports from Thailand."45
B.

No Threat of Material Injury

Section 771(7)(F) of the Act directs the Commission to determine whether a U.S.
industry is threatened with material injury by reason of imports "on the basis of evidence that
the threat of material injury is real and actual injury is imminent." The Commission is not
to make such a determination "on the basis of mere conjecture or supposition. "47
We have considered all the statutory factors that are relevant to this investigation. 48
The presence or absence of evidence concerning any single factor is not dispositive. 49 For
the following reasons, we do not find that there is a threat of material injury to the domestic
industry by reason of the subject imports.
The capacity of producers in China to manufacture all su1lject disposable lighters,
including both standard and child-resistant lighters, is substantial. Due to the CPSC
regulation, however, all imports of disposable lighters in the future must be child-resistant,

19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(iv).
Vice Chairman Nuzum does not join this sentence. See her additional views.
46 For the purpose of making her threat determination in the Thailand investigation, Commissioner
Bragg did not cumulate imports of disposable lighters from China and Thailand. Because disposable
lighter imports from Thailand are no longer subject to investigation, Commissioner Bragg finds that
cumulation is not an issue in assessing the threat of material injury posed by subject imports from
China in this investigation. For a more detailed explanation of her reasoning for not cumulating
disposable lighter imports from China and Thailand in the earlier investigation, ~ her additional
views. USITC Pub. 2876, at 1-25.
47 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(ii). An affirmative threat determination must be based upon "positive
evidence tending to show an intention to increase the levels of importation." Metallwerken Nederland
B.V. v. United States, 744 F. Supp. 281, 287 (Ct. Int'l Trade 1990), citing American Spring Wire
Com. v. United States, 590 F. Supp. 1273, 1280 (Ct. Int'l Trade 1984), aff'd, 760 F.2d 249 (Fed.
Cir. 1985).
48 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(i)(l)-(X). In addition, the Commission must consider whether dumping
findings or antidumping remedies in markets of foreign countries against the same class or kind of
merchandise suggest a threat of material injury to the domestic industry. 19 U.S.C.
§ 1677(7)(F)(iii)(I). Factor I is not relevant because no subsidy is involved. Factor VIII is not
applicable as none of the foreign producers' disposable lighters facilities is used to produce other
products subject to final antidumping or countervailing duty orders. Because this investigation does
not involve an agricultural product, Factor IX is not applicable.
49 See, 5':&.· Rhone Poulenc. S.A. v. United States, 592 F. Supp. 1318, 1324 n.18 (Ct. Int'l Trade
1984).
' 0 Table C-3, CR Il at C-4, PR Il at C-3.
44

45
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Therefore, only the existing and future Chinese capacity to produce child-resistant lighters
could support any threat of material injury to the domestic industry.
In 1994, the reported capacity of Chinese manufacturers to produce child-resistant
disposable lighters was only *** percent of the capacity to produce subject standard and
child-resistant lighters. 51 Similarly, the projected increase in the capacity of Chinese
manufacturers to produce child-resistant lighters for 1995 represents only approximately ***
percent of the capacity to produce all subject lighters in that year. 52 The 1995 projected
capacity to produce child-resistant lighters represents only *** percent of total subject
imports in 1994.53 Thus, even if all child-resistant lighter capacity is used to produce
products shipped to the United States, fewer lighters could be shipped in terms of volume
than when China was shipping both standard and child-resistant lighters. Subject import
volume, therefore, will likely decrease in the immediate future. Consequently, any increase
in production capacity or existing unused capacity will not result in any increase, much less a
significant increase, in subject imports. Moreover, we declined to find the somewhat greater
cumulated capacity of Chinese and Thai producers sufficient to warrant an affirmative threat
finding in the Thailand investigation.54 .s.s
BIC contends that Chinese producers can and will easily convert their standard lighter
capacity to child-resistant lighter capacity in order to increase their shipments of childresistant lighters to the United States.56 Accordingly, we also considered whether the overall
Chinese capacity to produce disposable lighters constitutes evidence of a threat of material
injury. We conclude it does not.
First, Chinese producers had substantial and increasing capacity throughout the entire
period of investigation. 57 Yet, that capaci})' did not result in shipments of disposable lighters
in injurious volumes to the United States. Therefore, even if Chinese producers were to
increase their capacity to produce child-resistant lighters, we are not persuaded that these
increases are likely to result in increases in subject imports to injurious levels. Certainly,
there is no evidence that all capacity to produce disposable lighters in China is likely to be
dedicated to the production of child-resistant lighters.59 81
Compare Table C-2, CR II at C-3, PR II at C-3, with Table C-3, PR II at C-4, PR II at C-3.
Compare Table C-2, CR II at C-3, PR II at C-3, with Table C-3, CR II at C-4, PR II at C-3.
53 Tables A-3, C-2, CR II at A-7, C-3, PR II at A-3, C-3.
54 See Disnosable Lighters from Thailand, USITC Pub. 2876, at 1-20 - 1-23.
55 Commissioner Bragg does not join this sentence.
56 BIC's Prehearing Brief at 50-53, BIC's Posthearing Brief at 12-3 - 12-6.
57 Table C-3, CR II at C-4, PR II at C-3.
58 See Table C-3, CR II at C-4, PR II at C-3.
59 We have received no evidence, since our Thailand determination, that any additional Chinese
producers have exported child-resistant lighters that meet the CPSC's requirements. Moreover, even
though the figures regarding China's capacity to produce child-resistant disposable lighters constitute
incomplete data, they are the best evidence available. These data do indicate that estimated quantities
of child-resistant lighters imported in 1994 exceed the Chinese capacity to manufacture these lighters.
Compare Table A-2, CR II at A-5, PR II at A-3, with Table C-2, CR II at C-3, PR II at C-3.
Petitioner seeks to extrapolate these data to show that Chinese exporters are already capable of
exporting more lighters to the United States than are shown in the Commission's foreign producers'
questionnaires. Petitioner's Supplemental Brief at 2-3. However, we do not have evidence showing
that Chinese producers are converting enough of their standard lighter capacity to produce and export
child-resistant lighters in volumes that would match or exceed the volumes of their exports to the
United States of all disposable lighters during the period examined. Compare Table C-2, CR II at C3, PR II at C-3, with Table A-3, CR II at A-7, PR II at A-3.
51

52
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Second, Chinese producers also sell disposable lighters to other markets, some of
which account for larger shares of their respective export shipments than do their exports to
the United States. 61 We have found no evidence that indicates Chinese producers are
preparing to abandon those other markets, which consume standard lighters, in order to ship
more child-resistant lighters to the United States. Thus, it would be speculative to conclude
that this would occur. Therefore, we find that the information concerning capacity and
capacity utilization in China does not constitute evidence that any threat of material injury is
real or that actual injury is imminent.
Although the subject imports' market share increased substantially from 1992 to
1994, there was a sizable decrease between the first and second halves of 1994.62 Subject
import volumes followed the same trend, but with a larger decrease between the first and
second halves of 1994.63 However, in 1994, ***percent of subject imports were standard
disposable lighters. 64 To the extent any rapid increase in market penetration occurred due to
imports of standard lighters, the CPSC regulation directly limits any future increase in
market penetration. The prohibition on imports of standard lighters imposed by the CPSC
ban makes it unlikely that the Chinese subject imports' market penetration will rise to an
injurious level. 65
Argentina's and the European Union's ("EU's") dumping findings against disposable
lighters from China do not establish that any threat of material injury is real. 66 There is
evidence on the record that standard, not child-resistant, lighters are the predominant
component of shipments of these lighters to Argentina and the EU. 67 To divert these lighters
continued)
Commissioner Crawford does not join this paragraph. In her view, the capacity to produce
child-resistant lighters is the only capacity that is commercially relevant to the U.S. market. She finds
that the time and costs required to design child-resistant lighters, obtain CPSC approval, obtain patents
and avoid patent infringement, and convert production facilities and equipment from standard lighters
to child-resistant lighters represent significant barriers to increasing Chinese capacity to produce childresistant lighters. For this reason, she finds that it is unlikely that a significant amount of capacity to
produce standard lighters in China will be converted to producing child-resistant lighters.
61 See Table C-3, CR II at C-4, PR II at C-3.
62 Table A-3, CR II at A-7, PR II at A-3.
113 Table A-3, CR II at A-7, PR II at A-3. In contrast, the market share held by non-subject
imports was substantial throughout the period, and declined only slightly between Jan.-June 1994 and
July-Dec. 1994. Table A-3, CR II at A-7, PR II at A-3.
64 Tables A-1, A-3, CR II at A-3, A-7, PR II at A-3.
65 We note that by quantity, the market penetration of subject child-resistant lighter imports from
China increased from*** percent in 1993 to*** percent in 1994. By value, market penetration
increased from*** percent in 1993 to*** percent in 1994. Between the first and second halves of
1994, Chinese market penetration increased by quantity from*** percent to*** percent, and by value
from ***percent to *** percent. Table A-2, CR II at A-5, PR II at A-3. However, the 1994 market
shares may be a poor indicator of future market shares given the transition from standard to childresistant lighters that occurred in that year. In addition, this increase in market penetration is
mitigated by the fact that the record indicates that Chinese producers are presently utilizing their full
practical capacity to manufacture child-resistant lighters. See discussion of capacity, supra.
Because the domestic industry can no longer produce standard lighters, it is reasonable to
expect that much of its reported 1994 capacity for standard lighters will be converted to the production
of child-resistant lighters in the near future. There is no evidence on the record that this capacity will
not be converted to such production. Given such conversion, the Chinese market share should fall
considerably as the domestic producer's shipments and, hence, market share increase.
615 See CR I at 1-59 n.68, PR I at II-23 n.68.
67 CR I at 1-59 n.68, PR I at II-23 n.68.
SI ( •••
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to the U .s . market, the facilities used to manufacture standard lighters would have to be
converted to the manufacture of child-resistant lighters. As discussed above, it would be
speculative to conclude that such conversion will occur in the immediate future when other
important markets, including the home market, exist for standard lighters manufactured in
China. 68 In addition to converting their manufacturing facilities, the importers of Chinese
products would be required to certify that their imports of disposable lighters comply with
the requirements of the CPSC safety standard. There is no evidence in the record that either
conversion or certification is imminent. For the same reasons, we see no effects flowing
from the increased antidumping duty margin for imports into the EU of disposable lighters
from China. 69 Consequently, we conclude that those dumping findings do not suggest a
threat of material injury to the disposable lighters industry in the United States.
Child-resistant lighters comprise ***percent of current importer inventories of
subject lighters.70 While inventories are not small, 71 we do not find that this factor alone is
sufficient to constitute a threat of material injury to the domestic industry that is real,
especially in view of the fact that the inventories of Chinese imports are a fraction of the
cumulated Thai and Chinese imports upon which we rested our earlier negative
determination,72 73 and because it appears that these inventories were accumulated while BIC
and the importers were depleting their inventories of standard lighters. 74
As discussed earlier, the record did not indicate that subject imports had significant
adverse effects on domestic prices.75 We find no evidence of changes in market conditions or
other factors that indicate subject imports are likely to enter at prices that will have
depressing or suppressing effects on domestic prices in the imminent future.
We find no adverse trends indicating that the threat of material injury to the domestic
industry from the subject imports is real and that actual injury is imminent. The industry's
operating income margin on operations producing child-resistant lighters improved from a
***loss in the first half of 1994 to a period high in the second half of 1994.76 Considering

1111 See Gao Yao's Posthearing Brief at 9; see also Table 23, CR I at 1-63, PR I at II-24. In 1994,
Chinese exports of all lighters to the United States were approximately one-half of exports to all other
markets, and the projected figure for 1995 is less than one-third of the exports to all other markets.
Moreover, home market shipments surpassed exports to the United States in July-Dec. 1994, and are
expected to do the same in 1995 and 1996. Table 23, CR I at 1-63, PR I at II-24.
69 We note that the EU determined to increase the antidumping duty margin for China from 16.9 to
80.3 percent in April 1995. CR I at 1-59 n.68, PR I at II-23 n.68.
70 Tables A-2 - A-3, CR II at A-5 - A-7, PR II at A-3.
71 Tables A-1 - A-3, CR II at A-3 - A-7, PR II at A-3.
72 See Table 18, CR I at 1-57, PR I at II-23.
73 Because she did not cumulate subject disposable lighter imports from Thailand and China in
reaching her decision as to Thailand, Commissioner Bragg does not join the portion of this sentence
that refers to those cumulated imports.
74 See Table 4, CR I at 1-30, PR I at II-14, Table 18, CR I at 1-57, PR I at II-23.
~ See text, supra, and Disoosable Lighters from Thailand, USITC Pub. 2876, at 1-15 - 1-17.
76 Table A-6, CR I at A-12, PR I at A-3. At the same that operating income for the period
reached a peak, the Chinese market share for child-resistant lighters increased, by quantity, from ***
percent to a period high of*** percent. Table A-2, CR II at A-5, PR II at A-3.
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that only child-resistant lighters may now be produced in or imported into the United States,
the record indicates that BIC is well-positioned to compete in this market. 77 78
Moreover, the domestic industry's capital expenditures increased between 1992 to
1994 and remain high, and research and development expenses continue to climb. 79 Thus,
there are no potential negative effects on development and production efforts.
For all the reasons stated above, we find that the domestic industry is not threatened
with material injury by reason of subject imports from China.
CONCLUSION
In light of the foregoing, we determine that the domestic industry is not materially
injured or threatened with material injury by reason of L TFV imports of disposable lighters
from China.

71 We note that the value of BIC's net sales on child-resistant lighters increased from "'"'"'in 1992
to "'"'"' in 1994. Table 13, CR I at 1-48, PR I at 11-20. An examination of the financial data also
shows that BIC appears to be better positioned to compete towards the end of the period as the per unit
cost of goods sold decreased from"'"'"' in 1992 to"'"'"' in 1994, and unit selling, general and
administrative expenses decreased from "'"'"' in 1992 to "'"'"' in 1994. Table 13, CR I at 1-48, PR I at
11-20. The conversion from the production of standard to child-resistant lighters appears to be the
reason for BIC's unusually high per unit costs at the beginning of the period. The per unit cost of
child-resistant lighters declined as production and sales increased. Table 13, CR I at 1-48, PR I at 1120, Table 2, CR I at 1-25, PR I at 11-13.
71 Commissioner Crawford does not join this discussion. She does not rely on period-to-period
comparisons of financial performance or the abstract state of the industry~. "well-positioned") in
her analysis.
79 Tables 16 & 17, CR I at 1-52, PR I at 11-20 - 11-21.
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ADDmONAL VIEWS OF VICE CHAIRMAN JANET A. NUZUM
Disposable Li1thters from the People's Re.public of China
Inv. No. 731-TA-700 (Final)
Like the majority of my colleagues, I make a negative determination in this
investigation. I do not find that a domestic industry is materially injured or threatened with
material injury by reason of less than fair value ("LTFV") imports of disposable lighters
from the People's Republic of China. As discussed in the majority opinion, I find the record
supports a negative determination when the subject imports from China are assessed on a
non-cumulated basis.
Unlike my colleagues, however, I also analyzed the effects of the subject imports
from China on a cumulated basis, in conjunction with the LTFV imports from Thailand.
These additional views set forth the reasons why I believe that cumulation is justified, as well
as the results of my cumulated analysis.
Cumulation
Pursuant to a single petition filed by BIC, antidumping investigations of disposable
lighters from China and from Thailand were concurrently initiated on May 9, 1994.., The
Commission made affirmative preliminary injury determinations on the same day, based on
the same records, with respect to imports from both countries.Bi Due to a decision by the
Commerce Department to postpone its schedule for the investigation involving imports from
China, 82 however, the two investigations subsequently proceeded on a staggered basis. The
Commission consequently was required to make its final injury determination on the subject
imports from Thailand prior to this determination on subject imports from China,
notwithstanding the simultaneous petitions, identical periods examined, and concurrent
records.
Less than two months ago, I joined a majority of my colleagues in making a negative
determination in Disposable Lighters from Thailand.B3 In that investigation, I cumulated the
subject imports from China and Thailand when assessing both present material injury and
threat of material injury. As a result of that negative determination, the antidumping
investigation of imports of disposable lighters from Thailand was terminated. Technically,
therefore, those imports are not at this point in time "subject to investigation" - one of the
triggers for the mandatory cumulation provision of the governing statute. On this basis, the
majority of my colleagues decline in this investigation to cumulate imports from China with
imports from Thailand.
80 See 59 Fed. Reg. 25502-03 (May 16, 1994). BIC's petition alleged that disposable lighters from
Thailand were subsidi7.ed as well as dumped, however, the Department of Commerce subsequently
made a negative subsidy determination and terminated the countervailing duty investigation. See 59
Fed. Reg. 40525 (Aug. 9, 1994); 60 Fed. Reg. 13961 (Mar. 8, 1995).
Bl See Dis.posable Lighters from the People's Republic of China and Thailand, Invs. Nos. 303-TA25, 731-TA-700 and -701 (Preliminary) USITC Pub. 2792 (June 1994).
82 The Department of Commerce postponed the preliminary antidumping determination for China on
September 20, 1994 (59 Fed. Reg. 48284). Commerce made its final affirmative dumping
determinations for Thailand on March 8, 1995 (60 Fed. Reg. 14263 (Mar. 16, 1995)) and for China
on April 27, 1995 (60 Fed. Reg. 22359 (May 5, 1995)).
83 Inv. No. 731-TA-701 (Final) USITC Pub. 2876 (April 1995).
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Although I concur that cumulation is not mandatory in this instant investigation, I
also note that the Commission has discretionary authority to cumulate imports in a pending
investigation with unfairly traded imports that recently entered the United States. 84 On the
basis of this discretionary authority, and in light of the fact that the two investigations
involving imports from Thailand and from China were initiated simultaneously on the basis
of the same petition, I believe cumulation in the instant investigation is justified.85
In Sulfur Dyes from India, I, along with then-Chairman Newquist, explained why
cumulation may be appropriate in these circumstances. 86 Among other reasons, not
cumulating could "send a signal to future ... respondents, that a cumulative causation
analysis may be avoided by requesting Commerce to postpone its final determination for one
or more, but not all countries subject to investigation. "17 In other words, the policy objective
of authorizing relief against the simultaneous effects of unfairly traded imports from more
than one source may be undermined merely by procedural decisions about investigatory work
schedules. I do not believe that Congress intended to allow such an anomaly to occur.
I further note that the recently enacted Uruguay Round Agreements Act ("URAA")
includes an amendment to address the question of cumulation in staggered investigations
arising from the same petition. As amended by the URAA, new section 771 (7)(G)(iii) of the
Tariff Act of 1930 provides: "In each final determination in which it cumulatively assesses
the volume and effect of imports . . . , the Commission shall make its determinations based
on the record compiled in the first investigation in which it makes a final determination
[taking into account the final antidumping and countervailing duty determinations and the
parties' comments thereon]. "88 The effective date of this new provision is such that it does
not, as a matter of law, apply to the investigation now before us. Nevertheless, it is worth
noting that my approach here and in Sulfur Dyes from India is consistent with this new
statutory provision governing cumulation in staggered investigations.

No Present Material lniw:y By Reason of Subject Imports
The record in this investigation is virtually identical to the record in Disposable
Lighters from Thailand. The only factual changes since that negative determination on
Thailand are the reduction in the volumes of subject imports from China (due to zero
dumping margins found by the Department of Commerce for two Chinese companies) and

84 See, ~Certain Forged Steel Crankshafts from Brazil, Inv. No. 701-TA-282 (Final), USITC
Pub. 2038 (Nov. 1987) at 6-9; Tapered Roller Bearings and Parts Thereof. and Certain Housings
Incomorating Tapered Rollers from Italy and Yugoslavia, Invs. Nos. 731-TA-342 and 346, (Final)
USITC Pub. 1999 (Nov. 1987) at 15-17.
85 I note that the Department of Commerce made an affirmative final determination of sales at less
than fair value for the disposable lighter imports from Thailand; thus the imports from Thailand were
unfairly traded imports. The termination of the investigation was a consequence rather of the
Commission's determination that those imports were not causing or threatening to cause material
injury.
86 See Sulfur Dves from India, Inv. No. 731-TA-550 (Final) USITC Pub. 2619 (April 1993),
Separate Views of Chairman Newquist and Commissioner Nuzum, at 24-30.
87 Id. at 28-29.
88 Uruguay Round Agreements Act, Pub. L. 103-465, §222(e) 108 Stat. 4809, 4873-74 (1994).
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changes in the size of the dumping margins for other Chinese companies.89 These additional
facts do not, however, change my analysis of the record; to the contrary, these facts only
provide further support to a negative determination. Consequently, the analysis of present
material injury set forth in Disposable Lighters from Thailand applies here as well, and I
hereby incorporate and adopt that discussion by reference. 90
As noted earlier, the volume of subject imports from China is smaller now than at
the time of our determination in the Thai investigation because the Department of Commerce
made negative LTFV determinations for two Chinese companies. 91 The cumulated volume of
LTFV imports from China and Thailand is therefore also smaller here. 92 I previously found
that, although the volumes and market shares of LTFV imports were at substantial levels,
several factors discounted the significance of those volumes. 93 For purposes of this instant
determination, I find that the smaller volume of cumulated LTFV imports is even less
significant than the corresponding volume was in the Thailand investigation.
With respect to price effects, the record on price trends and on price comparisons is
the same here as in Disposable Lighters from Thailand. I find no evidence that the smaller
volume of cumulated LTFV imports now identified depress or suppress domestic prices to a
significant degree. Consequently, I similarly find no significant adverse price effects.
Finally, the record with respect to the indicators of the domestic industry's
performance during the period examined is exactly the same here as in Disposable Lighters
from Thailand. Here, the volumes of cumulated LTFV imports are smaller, and the trends
in those volumes, as well as the pricing information, are the same. Thus, there is even less
evidence now that LTFV imports are having an adverse impact on the domestic industry.
Accordingly, I conclude that the domestic industry is not materially injured by reason of
LTFV imports from Thailand and China.

89 In its preliminary LTFV determination, the Department of Commerce found more than de
.
minimis LTFV margins for four Chinese companies: China National Overseas Trading Corp.
(37.48%); CH-Claque (7.03%); Guangdong Light Industrial Products Import and Export Corp.
(35.08%) and PolyCity Industrial, Ltd. (63.09%). Gao Yao received a de minimis margin of0.10%.
See 59 Fed. Reg. 64191, 64195 (Dec. 13, 1994). In its final LTFV determination, Commerce
calculated zero dumping margins for China National Overseas Trading Corp. and Gao Yao. The
margins for the other three companies all changed, but remained above de minimis levels. See 60
Fed. Reg. 22359, 22370 (May 5, 1995). The "all others" margin was 197.85% in both the
preliminary and final LTFV determinations.
90 Inv. No. 731-TA-701 (Final) USITC Pub. 2876 (April 1995) at 1-13 -- 1-19.
91 See 60 Fed. Reg. 22359, 22370 (May 5, 1995) (zero dumping margins for China National
Overseas Trading Corp. and Gao Yao (HK) Hua Fa Industrial Co., Ltd.).
92 Compare Table 27, CR I at 1-66, PR I at Il-26 and Table A-3, CR Il at A-7, PR Il at A-3
(imports of disposable pocket lighters from China and Thailand by quantity). Cumulated LTFV
imports for 1994 are more than 10% lower now than they were when the Commission made its
determination on Thailand.
93 These factors included: the concentration of the low-cost LTFV lighters in the low end of the
market and the domestic brand name lighters in the high end of the market; the loss of market share
by the cumulated LTFV imports between the first and second halves of 1994, following the imposition
of the Consumer Product Safety Commission ban on standard lighters; and the fact that the domestic
industry's market share increased in terms of value from 1992 to 1994. See Disposable Lighters from
Thailand, Inv. No. 731-TA-701 (Final), USITC Pub. 2876 (April 1995) at 1-14, 1-15.
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No Threat of Material lnjm:y By Reason of LTFV Imports
For the same reasons that I cumulated the LTFV imports from China with the L TFV
imports from Thailand for purposes of analyzing present injury, I also cumulated them to
analyze threat of material injury. 94
As a consequence of the Commerce Department's finding of zero margins for two
Chinese companies, our data concerning the Chinese industry's disposable lighter capacity,
production, exports and related data were revised to exclude those two companies. 95
Excluding these two companies results in a large decline in the figures for Chinese capacity,
production, inventories, shipments and exports of disposable lighters. 96 It also results in a
sharp decline in the projected capacity, production, and exports to the United States of childresistant disposable lighters. 97 Thus, the record before us now provides even less evidence
that cumulated LTFV imports pose a threat of material injury than the record before us at the
time of our determination on imports from Thailand. I incorporate and adopt by reference
the discussion of threat of material injury set forth in the majority opinion in Dimosable
.
Li&hters from Thailand.98
In its supplemental brief, BIC continues to argue that Chinese producers are
converting their capacity for standard lighters to child-resistant lighters. 99 BIC offers no
evidence to support this argument, however. As discussed above, projected Chinese
capacity, production and exports of child-resistant lighters are lower following the exclusion
of China National Overseas Trading Corp. and Gao Yao from the data, than the projections
in our determination on Thailand. There also is no evidence that additional Chinese
companies have either applied for or received CPSC certification for their child-resistant
lighters since our vote on Thailand. Consequently, I determine that the domestic industry is
not threatened with material injury by reason of subject imports sold at LTFV.
Conclusion
For the foregoing reasons, I conclude the domestic industry producing disposable
lighters is neither materially injured nor threatened with material injury by reason of LTFV
imports from China.

94

9!5
96

'Tl

98
99

See discussion supra at 1-17-18; USITC Pub. 2876 at 1-19-20.
CR II at 1-6; PR II at II-5.
Compare Table 23, CR I at 1-63, PR I at II-24 and Table C-3, CR II at C-4, PR II at C-3.
Compare Table 20, CR I at 1-61, PR I at II-24 and Table C-2, CR II at C-3, PR II at C-3.
USITC Pub. 2876 at 1-19 - 1-23.
See BIC's Supplemental Br. at 3.
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DISSENTING VIEWS OF COMMISSIONER DAVID B. ROHR
FINDING TIIREAT OF MATERIAL INJURY
Inv. No. 731-TA-700 (Final)
I set forth these separate views because I determine that the domestic industry in this
investigation is threatened with material injury by reason of imports of disposable lighters
from the People's Republic of China ("PRC" or "China") that are sold in the United States at
less than fair value ("LTFV"). I concur in the views of my colleagues about the proper
definition of the like product and the domestic industry. Additionally, I concur with my
colleagues' description of the condition of the industry.
Section 771(7) of the Tariff Act of 1930 directs the Commission to determine
whether a U.S. industry is threatened with material injury by reason of imports "on the basis
of evidence that the threat of material injury is real and that actual injury is imminent. The
Commission cannot base such a determination on mere conjecture or supposition. 11100
A. Vulnerability
While I conclude that the industry is not currently experiencing material injury, the
evidence suggests a vulnerability to the adverse effects of imports of disposable lighters from
the PRC. Although consumption increased in 1992-1994 and selling, general and
administrative ("SG&A") expenses decreased over the period of investigation, the petitioner,
BIC Corporation, experienced a decline in operating income in 1993-1994, resulting in an
operating loss in July-December 1994. Furthermore, gross profit decreased over the period
of investigation, net sales decreased in 1993-1994 and in the interim period (January-June
1994 and July-December 1994), and domestic market share declined steadily in 1992-1994.
Finally, production decreased in 1993-1994 and in the interim period, and capacity decreased
over the entire period of investigation. 101
B. Statutory Factors to be Considered in Determining Threat
The Commission must consider, in addition to other relevant economic factors, the
following statutory factors in its threat analysis:
(I) if a subsidy is involved, such information as may be presented to it by the
administering authority as to the nature of the subsidy (particularly as to whether the
subsidy is an export subsidy inconsistent with the Agreement);
(II) any increase in production capacity or existing unused capacity in the exporting
country likely to result in a significant increase in imports;

(III) any rapid increase in United States market penetration and the likelihood that the
penetration will increase to an injurious level;
(IV) the probability that imports of the merchandise will enter the United States at
prices that will have a depressing or suppressing effect on domestic prices;
19 u.s.c. § 1677(7)(F)(ii).
Staff Report I at Tables 1, 2, 7, & 28. The Staff Report relied on during the Thailand
investigation is cited as Report I. I refer to the Staff Report compiled in the China investigation, after
the Commission reached its decision in the Thailand investigation, as Report II.
lOO

101
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(V) any substantial increase in inventories of the merchandise in the United States;
(VI) the presence of underutilized capacity for producing the merchandise in the
exporting country;
(VII) any other demonstrable adverse trends that indicate the probability that the
importation (or sale for importation) of the merchandise (whether or not it is actually
being imported at the time) will be the cause of actual injury;
(VIII) the potential for product-shifting if production facilities owned or controlled by
the foreign manufacturers, which can be used to produce products subject to
investigation(s) under section 1671 or 1673 of this title or to final orders under
section 1671e or 1673e of this title, are also used to produce the merchandise under
investigation;
(IX) in any investigation under this subtitle which involves imports of both a raw
agricultural product (within the meaning of paragraph (4)(E)(iv)) and any product
processed from such raw agricultural product, the likelihood that there will be
increased imports, by reason of product shifting, if there is an affirmative
determination by the Commission under section 1671d(b)(l) or 1673d(b)(l) of this
title with respect to either the raw agricultural product or the processed agricultural
product (but not both); and
(X) the actual and potential negative effects on the existing development and
production efforts of the domestic industry, including efforts to develop a derivative
or more advanced version of the like product. im

The presence or absence of any single threat factor is not necessarily dispositive. 103
In addition, the Commission must consider whether dumping findings or antidumping
remedies in markets of foreign countries against the same class of merchandise suggest a
threat of material injury to the domestic industry .104

C. Threat of Material Injury by Reason of the LTFV Imports from the PRC
All seven of the relevant statutory factors support a finding that the U.S. industry is
threatened with material injury by reason of imports of disposable lighters from the PRC.
Since the importation of standard disposable lighters has been banned by the Consumer
Product Safety Commission ("CPSC"), I consider the data for child resistant disposable
lighters to be most relevant in assessing the threat posed to the domestic industry by subject
Chinese imports.

19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(i)(l)-(X) Factor I is not relevant because no subsidy is involved.
Factor VIII is not applicable as none of the foreign producers' disposable lighters facilities is used to
produce other products subject to final antidumping or countervailing duty orders. Because this
investigation does not involve an agricultural product, Factor IX is not applicable.
103 See. e.g .. Rhone Poulenc. S.A. v. United States, 592 F. Supp. 1318, 1324 n.18 (Ct. Int'l Trade
1984).
104 19 u.s.c. § 1677(7)(F)(iii)(I).
102
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The production capacity for child resistant disposable lighters in China has increased
markedly over the period of investigation, from *** in 1992 and 1993 to *** million units in
1994, and is projected to further increase to ***million units in 1995. Capaci~ utilization
was at ***percent in 1994 and is projected to increase to ***percent in 1995.1 In 1994,
*** percent of the *** million standard disposable lighters produced in China were exported
to the United States. 106 With the CPSC ban in effect, the PRC could shift this excess
capacity to production of child resistant disposable lighters.
I find that this excess capacity is likely to result in a significant increase in U.S.
imports of child resistant disposable lighters from the PRC. First, in July-December 1994,
China exported over ***million child resistant disposable lighters to the United States, a
product that they did not produce prior to 1994. Second, the United States is the PRC's
primary export market, accounting for ***to ***percent of the PRC's shipments of
standard disposable lighters during 1992-1994, and for ***percent of the PRC's child
resistant disposable lighters· exports during the same period. Finally, the Chinese producers
have also demonstrated their ability to r'idly increase production and exports of subject
disposable lighters to the United States.'
Market penetration of the child resistant disposable lighters from the PRC increased
from ***percent in 1993 to ***percent in 1994. There was also a marked increase in
market share in the interim period from ***percent during January-June 1994 to ***percent
during July-December 1994. 108
In-assessing the threat posed by the subject Chinese industry, I considered U.S.
importers' inventories of both standard and child resistant disposable lighters, and the
Chinese producer's child resistant disposable lighters held in inventory in China to be
relevant. I did not consider the inventories of standard disposable lighters in China to be
relevant since the CPSC prohibits such imports. Although importers' combined ending
inventories of standard and child resistant disposable lighters were *** million units at yearend 1994, up from *** million units in 1992 and *** million units in 1993, in January-June
1994 such imports from the PRC reached ***million units. Inventories of child resistant
disposable lighters in China were ***thousand units in 1994.109 I find these inventory levels
to be significant.
In July-September 1994, the margin of underselling of distributor sales of Chinese
child resistant disposable lighters was *** percent. 110 The net delivered average price to
distributors for Chinese child resistant disposable lighters was ***cents per unit in third
quarter 1993, compared with BIC's net delivered average price of*** cents per unit during
the same quarter. m I therefore find that _there is a probability that imports of the subject
merchandise will have a depressing or suppressing effect on domestic prices.
In assessing the threat posed to the domestic industry by imports from Thailand, I
considered the unfairly traded imports from China as another demonstrable adverse trend.
Because the Commission reached a negative determination in the Thai investigation, and

Report II at Table C-2.
Report II at Table C-1.
107 Report II at Tables C-1 & C-2.
u• Report II at Table A-2. While foreign industry data *** production or capacity to produce child
resistant disposable lighters in the PRC prior to 1994, import data suggest small U.S. imports of such
lighters in 1993.
109 Report II at Tables A-3 & C-2.
110 Report I at Table 33.
m Report I at Table 30.
105

106
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because this investigation is governed by pre-Uruguay Round Agreements Act legislation, I
find that I cannot legally consider Thai imports in this investigation. 112
In light of the evidence that imports of the subject disposable lighters from the PRC
are likely to increase in the imminent future, that market share of the subject imports is
likely to increase, that inventories are significant, that subject imports are likely to have a
depressing or suppressing effect on prices, that there is a significant presence of unfairly
traded imports in the market, and that the domestic industry is vulnerable, I conclude that the
threat of material injury by reason of the imports of disposable lighters from the PRC is real
and that actual injury is imminent. 113

112 See Disoosable Lighters from Thailand, Inv. No. 731-TA-701 (Final), USITC Pub. 2876 (April
1995), at 1-5 & 1-32.
113 In accordance with 19 U.S.C. § 1673d(b)(4)(B), I must make an additional finding as to whether
material injury by reason of L TFV imports would have been found but for any suspension of
liquidation of entries of such imports. In my view, there is not sufficient evidence on the record to
conclude that during the period between the suspension of liquidation and my final determination
imports would have increased and the condition of the industry would have continued to deteriorate to
the extent that I would have found present injury. Therefore, I make a negative determination that
"but for" suspension of liquidation, the domestic industry would have been materially injured by reason
of subject imports.
Furthermore, since I have determined that the industry is not currently experiencing material
injury, in accordance with 19 U.S.C. § 1673d(b)(4)(A) I find that critical circumstances do not exist
with respect to imports from the PRC.
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SEPARATE AND DISSENTING VIEWS OF COMMISSIONER NEWQUIST
Unlike my colleagues, in this investigation I determine that the domestic industry is
threatened with material injury by reason of unfairly traded imports from China. 114 I join the
majority's discussion of like product, domestic industry, and incorporate by reference my
discussion of the condition of the domestic industry as set forth in my dissenting views in
Disposable Lighters from Thailand. 115 Furthermore, as discussed in detail below, I feel it is
appropriate to cumulate imports of disposable lighters from China with those from Thailand.
I therefore begin my views with a discussion of this latter subject.

I.

CUMULATION

In my view, for purposes of this final investigation, imports from China should be
cumulated with those from Thailand, notwithstanding the earlier negative determination
reached by a majority of my colleagues regarding imports from Thailand. 116
As a preliminary matter, I more fully explain the administrative history of this
investigation. The preliminary investigations of disposable lighters from Thailand and China
were simultaneously instituted by the Commission on May 9, 1994. However, the
respondents subsequently applied for, and received, postponements of preliminary (China)
and final (China and Thailand) LTFV determinations by the Commerce Department. The
effect of these three postponements required the Commission to vote separately on the two
final investigations.
In the final investigation of disposable lighters from Thailand, the Commission
majority, as required by the relevant statute for present material injury assessment, 117
cumulated those imports with imports from China. 118 119 In this final investigation, however,
the majority declines to cumulate imports from the two countries. 120 Apparently, this
approach is based upon the belief that imports from Thailand are technically no longer
subject to investigation, even though imports from both countries were the subject of the

114 In the final investigation, the Department of Commerce ("Commerce") made an affirmative
determination that critical circumstances exist with respect to certain exporters of disposable lighters
from China. 60 Fed. Reg. 22,363, 22,367. As I have made a final affirmative threat of material
injury determination with regard to imports from China, I am not required to make an additional
critical circumstances determination. See, ~. Silicon Carbide from the People's Republic of
China, Inv. No. 731-TA-651 (Final), USITC Pub. 2779 (June 1994), at 1-5 n.3.
us Disposable Lighters from Thailand, Inv. No. 731-TA-701 (Final), USITC Pub. 2876 (April
1995), at 1-33 and 1-34.
116 My decision in this investigation to cumulate imports from both countries for a threat of injury
analysis incorporates the same cumulation analysis I employed in the Disposable Lighters from
Thailand decision. I therefore incorporate by reference herein my discussion in that case. See USITC
Pub. 2876 at 1-34.
117 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(c)(iv)(I).
118 USITC Pub. 2876 at 1-11 - 1-13.
119 Although discretionary, the Commission also cumulated these imports for its negative threat of
material injury determination as well. Id. at 1-19 - 1-20.
120 Similarly, the majority also does not cumulate for purposes of its threat of material injury
determination.
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same petition. 121 While I agree that declining to cumulate may be appropriate in some
circumstances, i.e., where there is more than one petition covering the same like product, or
where imports from one of the subject countries are found to be negligible, 122 these
circumstances are not present here. Accordingly, and for the additional reasons discussed
below, I believe that cumulation for purposes of the threat determination in this final
investigation is the more sound approach.
First, the Commission determined in the final Thailand investigation that the statutory
requirements for mandatory cumulation were met. 123 Aside from the Commission's negative
determination there, nothing in the record of this investigation relevant to a cumulative
analysis has changed. In that determination, the Commission found that imports of
disposable lighters from both countries competed with each other and the domestic product;
the same continues to hold true in this final investigation.
Second, although I concede that the statute does not technically mandate cumulation
here, neither does the statute prohibit cumulation. The courts have recognized the
Commission's discretionary authori~ to cumulate the effects of imports from more than one
country named in the same petition. 24 The underlying policy rationale for cumulation is to
enable the Commission's analysis to capture fully the simultaneous effects that unfairly traded
imports from more than one country have on the domestic industry. In this particular
investigation, the Commission is presented with the same petition, product and period of
investigation as in the Thailand final investigation. Cumulation makes as much sense now as
it did when the Commission issued its final determination with respect to Thailand.
The Commission majority apparently relies on the intervening negative injury
determination with respect to Thailand as the basis for not cumulating those imports with the
imports from China. This set of investigations is very different from one in which
Commerce issues a final negative determination with respect to imports from one country,
but reaches affirmative dumping determinations on others. In those particular circumstances,
it clearly would be contrary to the cumulation policy to cumulate "fairly traded" imports with
other "unfairly traded" imports. Here, however, where it appears that the QD!x reason the
Commission is voting separately on China is because of an administrative decision by
Commerce to postpone its final determination, I believe the sounder policy is to exercise
consistently and predictably our discretion to cumulate all imports in investigations arising
from the same petition.
Further, while I am not suggesting that Commerce's decision to grant the Chinese
Respondents' two requests for postponement was inappropriate, the impact of Commerce's
action on the Commission's investigatory process cannot be overlooked. Fragmentation of
injury determinations arising from a single petition burdens the investigatory process,

Commission practice is to exclude a Commissioner from reviewing those portions of the
majority opinion with which that Commissioner dissents. While I am wholly supportive of this
practice, in this instance I only have access to the majority's discussion of like product, domestic
industry, and condition of the industry. Therefore I can only speculate as to the basis for the
majority's decision not to cumulate imports from Thailand with imports from China in this final
investigation.
122 See Certain Cased Pencils from the People's Republic of China, Inv. No. 731-TA-669 (Final),
USITC Pub. 2837 (December 1994) at 1-12.
123 USITC Pub. 2876 at 1-11 - 1-13.
124 See, ~. Kem-Liebers USA. Inc. v. United States, Consol. Ct., No. 93-09-00552, slip. op. at
38 (Jan. 27, 1995).
121
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impedes final resolution, undermines predictability and increases costs for the government
and parties alike. 125
Finally, I fear that the majority's failure to cumulate in the circumstances of this
investigation sends a signal to future parties, particularly respondents, that a cumulative
causation analysis may be avoided by requesting Commerce to postpone its final
determination for one or more, but not all, countries subject to investigations. 126
For these reasons, Congress, in enacting the Uruguay Round Agreements Act,
modified the cumulation provisions of Title VII to provide that the Commission cumulate
imports from countries as to which investigations are filed or self-initiated on the same day .1 27
In so doing, Congress emphasized that this measure "eliminates the incentive in multicountry investigations for respondents to seek extensions of individual Commerce
determinations just to avoid cumulation." 128 While this provision does not apply to the instant
investigation, I note that it does codify my own cumulation analysis for staggered
investigations based on the same petition as set forth in prior decisions .129

Il.

THREAT OF MATERIAL IN.JURY

For the same reasons that supported my affirmative threat determination in
Disposable Lighters from Thailand, I make the same finding in this investigation,
notwithstanding Commerce's finding of de minimis dumping margins for two Chinese
producers.
In view of the fact that an exhaustive analysis of the statutory threat factors relevant
to this case would be redundant given my decision in the Thailand investigation, I will limit
my discussion of the relevant data and incorporate by reference my more detailed analysis as
set forth in that prior investigation.1 30 In the investigation regarding Thailand, the data
pertaining to the cumulated imports from Thailand and China so overwhelmingly reflected a
domestic industry threatened with material injury that I fail to understand how an opposite
conclusion could have been reached. As I have again cumulated imports from Thailand and
China in this investigation, my analysis remains unchanged.
In this fmal investigation regarding imports from China, Commerce calculated zero
dumping margins for two of the Chinese exporters identified in the preliminary investigation,
China National Overseas Trading Corporation and Gao Yao (HK) Hua Fa Industrial Co.,

125 I further note that it appears that the Petitioner is in the process of appealing the Commission's
negative determination in the Thailand final investigation. Should Petitioner choose to appeal this
negative determination as well, it will now be forced to contend with two separate majority analyses,
involving virtually the same record, not to mention the possibility of increased litigation expenses.
126 Of course, we recognize that the decision to postpone the final dumping determination is left to
Commerce's discretion. 19 U.S.C. § 1673d(a)(2). Nevertheless, deciding not to cumulate imports in
these circumstances could encourage requests for postponement that might otherwise not have been
made.
127 Section 771(7)(0) of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended by the Uruguay Round Agreements
Act. 19 U.S.C. §1677(7)(G)(i).
128 Statement of Administrative Action at 848.
129 See, Sulfur Dves from India, Inv. No. 731-TA-550 (Final), USITC Pub. 2619 (April 1993) at
24-30.
130 Disoosable Lighters from Thailand, Inv. No. 731-TA-701 (Final), USITC Pub. 2876 (April
1995) at 1-35 - 1-37.
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Ltd. 131 However, in its petition the Petitioner identified over fifty firms in China that
produced and/or exported disposable lighters to the United States. 132 While the data in this
investigation have been slightly altered due to Commerce's zero margin calculations as to the
two Chinese producers, I still find each of the statutory threat factors satisfied by the
corresponding data. 133 In fact, in my view, it is rare to find such a clear case of an industry
threatened with material injury because of dumped imports.
In light of the foregoing, I find that the domestic industry producing disposable
lighters is threatened with material injury by reason of subject imports from China and that
the threat of injury is real and imminent. 134

131 Commerce Final Determination of Sales at Less than Fair Value, 60 Fed. Reg. 22,359, 22,370
(May 5, 1995).
132 Exhibit Six to the Petition. See discussion in Disposable Lighters from Thailand, Inv. No. 731TA-701 (Final), USITC Pub. 2876 (April 1995) at 11-24.
133 I also note that the exclusion of the two Chinese producers in this investigation would not have
affected my determination in the prior investigation regarding Thailand.
134 As I have made a final affirmative threat of material injury determination with regard to imports
from China, the statute requires that I make an additional finding indicating whether I would have
found present material injury "but for" the suspension of liquidation of the subject imports pursuant to
the preliminary affirmative determination. In this investigation, suspension of liquidation occurred on
December 13th, 1994. I find that the domestic industry would not have been materially injured by
imports from China absent the suspension of liquidation.
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PART II
INFORMATION OBTAINED IN THE INVESTIGATION
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INTRODUCTION
This investigation results from a petition filed by BIC Corporation (BIC), Milford, CT, on
May 9, 1994, alleging that an industry in the United States is materially injured and threatened with
material injury by reason of less than fair value (LTFV) imports of disposable lighters1 from the
People's Republic of China (China) and LTFV and subsidized imports of disposable lighters from
Thailand. 2 Information relating to the background of the investigations is provided below.
Date

Action

May 9, 1994

Petition filed with Commerce and the Commission; institution of
Commission preliminary investigations
Commerce's notice of initiation
Commission's preliminary affirmative determinations
Commerce's preliminary negative countervailing duty
determination for Thailand (59 F .R. 40525)3
Commerce's postponement of preliminary antidumping duty
determination for China (59 F .R. 48284)
Commerce's preliminary LTFV determination for Thailand (59 F.R.
53414); institution of Commission final investigation for Thailand
(59 F.R. 55853, November 9, 1994)
Commerce's postponement of final LTFV determination for Thailand
(59 F.R. 59210); revised schedule for Commission's investigation
for Thailand (59 F.R. 66973, December 28, 1994)
Commerce's preliminary LTFV determination for China (59 F.R.
64191)
Commerce's preliminary determination of critical circumstances for
China (60 F .R. 436)
Commerce's postponement of final LTFV determination for China (60
F .R. 5899); institution of Commission final investigation (60 F .R.
6289, February 1, 1995)
Commission's revised schedule for hearing and related dates (60 F.R.
8733, February 15, 1995)
Commerce's amendment to preliminary LTFV determination for
China (60 F .R. 9008)
Commerce's preliminary negative determination of critical
circumstances for Thailand (60 F.R. 13956, March 15, 1995)

May 31, 1994 . . . . . . .
June 23, 1994 . . . . . . .
August 9, 1994 . . . . . . .
September 20, 1994 . . . .
October 24, 1994 . . . . .
November 16, 1994 ....
December 13, 1994 . . . .
January 4, 1995 . . . . . .
January 31, 1995
February 9, 1995 .... .
February 16, 1995 .... .
March 3, 1995 . . . . . . .

1 For purposes of this investigation, disposable lighters are disposable pocket lighters, whether or not
refillable, whose fuel is butane, isobutane, propane, or other liquified hydrocarbon, or a mixture containing any
of these, whose vapor pressure at 75°F (24°C) exceeds a gauge pressure of 15 pounds per square inch.
Disposable lighters are provided for in subheadings 9613.10.00 (nonrefillable) and 9613.20.00 (refillable) of the
Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United States (HTS) with most-favored-nation tariff rates of 9.6 and 9
percent ad valorem, respectively, applicable to imports from the People's Republic of China and Thailand.
Imports from Thailand are eligible for duty-free entry under the Generafu.ed System of Preferences.
2 A summary of the data collected in the investigations is presented in app. A.
3 On September 13, 1994, Commerce published a notice that aligned the due date for the final
countervailing duty determination with the date of the final antidumping duty determination for Thailand (59
F.R. 46961).
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March 8, 1995

March 21, 1995 . . . . . .
April 13, 1995
April 21, 1995
April 27, 1995
June 2, 1995 . . . . . . . .
June 12, 1995 . . . . . . .

Commerce's final negative countervailing duty determination for
Thailand (60 F.R. 13961, March 15, 1995); Commerce's final
affirmative LTFV determination4 and final negative critical
circumstances determination for Thailand (60 F.R. 14263, March
16, 1995)
Commission determination to conduct a portion of the hearing in
camera for China and Thailand (60 F.R. 14961)
Commission's vote on Thailand
Commission final negative determination transmitted to Commerce for
Thailand (60 F.R. 21007, April 28, 1995)
Commerce's final affirmative LTFV determination for China (60 F.R.
22359, May 5, 1995)5
Commission's vote on China
Commission final negative determination transmitted to Commerce for
China

REPORT FORMAT
This report is designed to be used in connection with the staff report on disposable lighters
from the People's Republic of China and Thailand (INV-S-039), which was transmitted to the
Commission on April 6, 1995, and with USITC publication 2876, Disposable lighters from
Thailand, April 1995. Those reports included all information relevant to the investigation regarding
imports of disposable pocket lighters from China, with the exception of the final Commerce LTFV
determination, parties' supplemental briefs relating to Commerce's final LTFV determination on
China, and recompilations of data to assist the Commission in its determination with respect to
disposable pocket lighters from China.
The summary tables of appendix A separate the data for China National Overseas Trading
Corp. (China National) and Gao Yao (HK) Hua Fa Industrial Co., Ltd. (Gao Yao), firms for which
Commerce found zero LTFV margins, from the import data for all other firms. Import data for

4 Commerce calculated final LTFV margins to be as follows: Thai Merry Co., Ud. (Thai Merry) and all
others, 25.04 percent.
5 A copy of Commerce's notice is presented in app. B. Commerce calculated final LTFV margins to be as
follows: China National Overseas Trading Corp. (China National), 0.00 percent (subject to the firm's public
disclosure of its supplier(s}); CH-Claque Co., Ud. (CH-Claque}, 6.15 percent; Gao Yao (HK) Hua Fa Industrial
Co., Ud., 0.00 percent; Guangdong Light Industrial Products Import and Export Corp., 27.91 percent;
PolyCity Industrial, Ud. (PolyCity}, 5.50 percent; and all others, 197.85 percent. In a letter dated May 1,
1995 (Commerce's public record), counsel to China National disclosed that Tianjin Jin Yi Lighter Co., Ltd.,
was the manufacturer of disposable pocket lighters sold by China National in the United States. On June 1,
1995, Commerce notified the Commission that Commerce had amended its final LTFV determination and that
the new margins are: Cli-Claque, 0.55 percent; and PolyCity, 5.49 percent. The margin percentages for all
other companies remained unchanged.
Commerce's notice stated that "windproof refillable lighters, as described in memoranda to Barbara R.
Stafford, dated December 5, 1994, and April 25, 1995, are excluded from the scope of this investigation."
According to those memoranda, windproof lighters mix the fuel with air internally by built-in suction bores.
The mixture is ignited internally by a spark from an electric piezo and burned inside an internal burner
cylinder. A catalyzer coil at the outlet at the top of the cylinder is heated to extremely high temperatures,
which creates an uninterrupted igniting device for the continuously ejected mixture of combustible gas and air
which reignites if blown out by wind. The metal outer casing of the lighter gives it a more substantial feel
when compared to the typical disposable lighters, as does the feature of a hinged cover that can be opened and
closed. Disposable lighters tend to be of simpler design, and tend to use less expensive materials.
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China National and Gao Yao are based on export data reported by those firms in response to the
Commission's request for foreign industry data and are designated "nonsubject" imports from China. 6
Appendix C presents data on the industry in China producing disposable pocket lighters,
excluding such data for China National and Gao Yao.
Commerce made affirmative critical circumstances determinations for China National, CliClaque Co., Ltd. (CH-Claque), and all other Chinese manufacturers, producers, and exporters of
disposable lighters except Gao Yao, Guangdong Light Industrial Products Import and Export Corp.
(Guangdong), and PolyCity Industrial, Ltd. (PolyCity). Therefore, each counsel representing a
Chinese exporter with a separate LTFV rate was requested to provide monthly exports of disposable
pocket lighters for July 1993-December 1994 to the United States by those firms. This information
was requested to assist the Commission in making its critical circumstances determination. The data
received in response to the requests are presented in appendix D and are summarized in the
following tabulation (in thousands of lighters):

Date
1993:
July ....
Aug ...
Sept ...
Oct ....
Nov ...
Dec ....
1994:
Jan .....
Feb ....
Mar ...
Apr ....
May ...
June ...
July ....
Aug ...
Sept ...
Oct ....
Nov ...
Dec ....

Exports to the United
States by Gao Yao,
Guangdong, China
National. 1 and PolyCity

Estimated imports
of disposable lighters
subject to critical
circumstances2

Total
imports3

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***

14,422
16,855
15,907
11,534
15,743
15,250

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

15,154
8,181
19,123
18,516
32,29S
57,822
54,923
5,624
7,869
4,387
6,476
7,923

China National is included in this group because of its zero LTFV margin.
Calculated by subtracting Chinese exports by Gao Yao, Guangdong, China National, and
PolyCity from total U.S. imports of disposable pocket lighters from China. The dates of exports
from China will not necessarily coincide with U.S. imports on a monthly basis and can result in
negative numbers (e.g., Oct. 1994).
3 Compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department of Commerce.
1

2

A review of the importers' questionnaires disclosed that, of the responding firms, only ***reported
imports of "nonsubject" disposable lighters from China (i.e., imports of standard nonrefillable disposable
lighters from ***). *** inventories of nonsubject imports from China are presented in app. A, tables A-1 and
A-3. ***data on purchase prices were not used in the staff report of April 6, 1995; consequently, there is no
change in the price data.
6
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APPENDIX

A

SUMMARY TABLES

A-1

Table A-1
Standard disposable pocket lighters: Summary data concerning the U.S. market, 1992-94, Jan.-June
1994, and July-Dec. 1994

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Table A-2
Child resistant disposable pocket lighters: Summary data concerning the U.S. market, 1992-94,
Jan.-June 1994, and July-Dec. 1994

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Table A-3
Disposable pocket lighters: Summary data concerning the U.S. market, 1992-94, Jan.-June 1994,
and July-Dec. 1994

*

*

*

*

A-3

*

*

*
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IA110-l:MJ
Notice of Final Detarmlnatlon of Sales

at Less Than Fair Value: DI..,..._
Pocket Ugh181'8 From the People'•
Republic of China
AGENCY: Import Administratimi. .

lntemational Trade Administration,

D8partment of Commerce.

....- Ma 5 1995
EFFE............ , ..:
Y '
'

22359

postponement of the final
. determination, pUl'8U8Dt to t9 CFR
353.20. Acccm:lingly, ·on January zo.
1995. the deadline for the final
cletermiDation was extended to April 27.
1995 (60 FR 5899, January 31, t995).
From February ZB throUah March 17,
1995, we verified the respoD181 of the
exporters and producers of dispa&able
li~ters.

PetitiODer and respondents &led cue
briefs on April&, to, tt, and 12, and .
nbuttal bli8fa DD April 13and14,1995.

FOR FURl'IER IN'FCIRllATION CONl'ACJ: Julie A pUblic heutna WU held OD Aprll 17.
Anne oiigoad or Todd Hamen. Oflice of 1995. .
·
CountervailiDB Jnvatiptiona, Import
AdmfnistRtion, lntemational Trade.
Scope of lmwtigation
AdministRtion. U.S. Department of
The products covmed by this
Commerce, 14th Stnet and Ccmatitution investigation ue disposable pocket
Avenue, N.W.. Wubington. D.C. 20%30; ligbterS (..Jilhters''). wbethef or not
telephone: (Z02) 482-0167 or (202) 4821276, respectively.
Final Delennlaation
We determine that disposable pocket ·
lighten from the People's Republic of
China ("PRC") ue being. or me
be, sold in the United States Ill lw
fair value ("LTFV''). u provided in ·
118Ction 735 of the TarUJ' Act of 1930. as
amended ("the Act"). The estimated
· m8rgins ue shown in the "Continuation
.of Suspension of Liquidation" 18dion of
this notice. The U.S. Department of
Commerce ("the Depmtment") also
determines that aitical cin:wDatances
exist for all exporters except Gao Yao
(HK) Hua Fa Industrial Company Ltd.
("Gao Yao"). Cuangdong Light
IDdustrial Products Import &: Export
Corporation ("GLIP") and PolyQty
IDdustrial Limited ("PolyCity").
·•
d B ..... r •
Applicabie Statute an e6... ations
Unless otherwise indicated, all
citations to the statute and to the
Department's regulations ue references
to the provisions as they existed on
Decemher 31, 1994.
Case History
Since the preliminary determination
on December 5, 1994, (Notice of
Preliminary Determination of Sales at
Less Than Fair Value: Disposable Pocket
lighters from the People's Republic of
China, 59 FR 64191 (December 13.
1994)). the following events have
occuned:
On December 23, 1994, we issued our
preliminary determination of critical
circwnstaDces with respect to the
subject merchandise (60 FR 436, January
4, 1995).
On December 9 and December 19,
1994. CU-claque Company Limited
("CU-Claque"), Ciina National Overseas
Trading Corporation ("COTOO"). Gao
Yao and GLIP. requested a

libll.':
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re6Uable, whoee fuel ls butane,
isobutane. prapme, or C)ther liquefied
hydroc:arbOD, or • mixture containing

·any of th818, whole VBllOf Pl9IS1U'e at 75
. degrees lahreDhelt (24 Clegieea Oli.tus)
exCeed.s a gauge pr888W'8 of ts pounds
per square iDcb. Non-rellllable pocket
. lighters
imported under subDeetflng
96t3.10.0000 of the Harmonized Tariff
· Schedule of the United States
(..Hl'SUS"). Re&llable; disposable
pocket lighters would be·importecl
under subheading 9813.20.0000. .

are

Although the HTSUS subheadings 1n1
provided 'for convenience and Customs
PWJIOl8S• our written description of the
scope of this pzoc:eedinJI is d,ispoaltive.
Certain wbidproot rellllablelighters.
as described in memoranda to Blrbera
R. Stafford, dated December 5, .1994,
and Aprll 25, 1995, ue excluded limn
the scope of this investigation. AlsO,
excluded &om the scope of this
investigation 81'8 electric lighters (as
described in the April 25, 1995 memo)
-which use two AA batteries to heat a
coil for purposes of igniting smolr.ing
materials, rather than using butane, .
isobutane, propane. or other lique~
hydrocarbon to fuel a flame for purposes
of igqiting smoking materials.

Period of Investigation
The period of investigation ("POI") is
December 1, 1993 through May 31,
1994.
Non-market Economy Status
The PRC has been treated as a nonmubt economy country ("NME") in
past antidumping investigations (see,
e.g., Final Determination of Sales at Less
Than Fair Value: Saccharin from the
People's llepubUc·of China, 59 FR 58818
(November 15, 1994) ("Saccharin"). No
information has been provided in this
proceeding that would lead us to
overturn our former determinations.
Therefore. in aa:ordance with aection
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771(18)(c) of the Act, we.are continuing
to treat the PRC as an NME .for purposes
of this investigation.

Separate Rates
All five of the responding companies
in this investigation have requested
separate antidumping duty rates. In
cases involving NMEs, the Department's
. policy is to assign a separate rate only
when an exporter can demonstrate the
absence of both de jure and de facto
governmental contJ:ol over export
activities.
In this case, two of the five
respondents. PolyCity and Cli-Claque,
are Hong Kong companies that are
involved in joint ventures in the PRC
that manufacture disposable lighters.
Since PolyCity and Cli-Claque are
located outside the PRC. the PRC
government does not have jurisdiction
overthem.Moreover,thePRC
government does not have any
ownership interest in these exporters ·
and, therefore, it cannot exercise control
through ownershi}> of these companies.
On this basis, we detennine that there
is no need to apply our. separate rates
analysis to these two companies and
that PolyCity and Cli-Claque are entitled
to individual rates.
In contrast to PolyCity and CH-Claque.
Gao Yao is. a 50/50 joint venture
between a Chinese company. owned 'lby
all the people," and a Hong Kong
company. The joint venture owns both
the production and export facilities
used to manufacture and export the
disposable lighters it sells to the United
States. Given the direct PRC ownership
in Gao Yao's export operations, we have
determined that it is appropriate to
apply our separate rates analysis to this
company.
Of the remaining companies. COTCO
and CLIP indicated that they were
ownet.i ''by all the people" during the
POI. As stated in the Final
Determination of Sales at Less than Fair
Value: Silicon Carbide from the PRC. 59
FR 22585 (May 2, 1994) ("Silicon
Carbide"), "ownership of a company by
all the people does not require the
application of a single rate."
Accordingly. COTCO and CUP are
eligible for consideration for a separate
rate under our criteria.
Although GLIP was owned during the
POI by "all the people," after the POI it
became a shareholding company whose
shares are held by a variety of investors.
GUP received approval to become a
shareholding company in March 1994,
but issued shares after the POI. A
portion of the company's shares
representing the initial investment in
the cJmpany are held in trust by the
State Asset Management Bureau

("SAMB"). However, thenc:md of the
nie 1988 Law and 1992 Regulations
shifted control of companies owned "by
investigation indicates that the SAMB
bas entrusted voting rights of.its shares
all the people" &om the government to
to the management of the company. In
the enterprises themselves. The 1988
past cases.inxolving sbnilar
Law provides that enterprises owned by
circumstances, we found that the
"all the people•• shall make their own
granting of a separate rate to the
management decisions, be responsible
for their own profits and losses, choose
responding exporters was not
precluded. (See, e.g., Final
.
their own suppliers and purchase their
Detennination of Sales at Less Than
own goods and materials. T.tie 1988 Law
Fair Value: Certain Cased Pencils from
contains other provisions which ·
the People's Republic of China, 59 FR
indicate that enterprises have
55625 (November 8, UHM), and Final
management independence from the
Detennination of Sales at Lea than Fair government. The 1992 Regulations·
Value: Certain Paper Clips from the
provide that these same enterprises can,
People's Republic of China, 59 FR
for example, set their own prices
511680 (October 7, 1994).) Al stated
(Article IX); make their own production
above, we have applied our separate
decisions (Article XI); use their own
rates analysis to GI.IP.
.
retained foreign exc;hange (Article XII):
To establiah whether a firm is entitled allocate profits (Article ll); 1ell their
to a separate rate, the·Department
own products without government
analyzes each exporting entity under a
interference (Article X); make their own
test arising out of the· Final
investment decisions (Article XID);
Detennination of Sales at Less Than
dispo19 of.their own aaeta (Article ~VJ;·
Fair Value: Sparklers from the PRC, 56
and hire and fire employees without
FR 20588 (May 6, 1991) ("Sparklers..) . . government approval (Article XVII). The".
and amplified in Silicon-Camide. Under Export ProVilions indicate those
the separate rates criteria. the
products that may be subject to dire&.1
Department assigns separate rates only . government control. Lighten do Dot
where respondents can demonstrate the appear on the Export Provisiona list-nor
absence of both de jwe and de facto
on the Quota Measures list and are.not,
governmental control over export
therefore. subject toe~ constraints.
activities.
Since GLIP was initi8lly a company
owned by "all the people," the laws
1. Absence of de Jure• Control
cited above euablisb that the
The respondents submitted a number . government devolved contrOl over such
of documents to demonstrate absence of compania. The only additional law that
de jure control, including two PRC laws is pertinent to the de jure analysis of
indicating that the responsibility for
GLIP as a share company is the
managing enterprises owned by ••all the Company Law (effective July 1. 1994).
people" is with the enter.prises
While GLIP indicated that it is now
themselves and not with the
organized consistent with_ the Campany .
government. These are the .. Law of the
the law did not enter into force
People's Republic of China on Industrial until two months after the POI. In any
Enterprises Owned by the Whole
event, this law does not alter the
People," adopted on April 13. 1988
government's de jure devolution of
(.. 1988 Law"); and the "Regulations for
control that occurred when the
Transfonnation of Operational
·
company was owned ..by all the
Mechanism of State-Owned Industrial
people." Therefore. we have determined
Enterprises," approved on August 23,
that CLIP is not subject to de jure
1992 ("1992 Regulations").
control.
·
Respondents' submission also included
Consistent with Silicon Carbide, we
the "Temporary Provisions for
·determine that the existence of these
Administration of Export
laws demonstrates that CXJTCO. CUP.
Commodities,,. approved on December
and Gao Yao are not subject to de Jure
21. 1992 ("Export Provisions"). in April central government control with respect
1994. the State Council enacted the
to export sales and pricing decisions.
"Emergent Notice of Changes in Issuing However, there is some evidence that
Authority for Export Licenses Regarding the provisions of the above-cited laws
p bli Q
s· dd' ~ Ce •
and regulations have not been
u c uota 1 mg or rtam
implemented uniformly among different
Commodities" (Quota Measures).
sectors and/or jurisdictions in the PRC
(see "PRC Government Findings on
•Evidence supporting. though not requiring. a
Enterprise Autonomy:• in Fmeign
finding or dt> jum ablenm of central control
includes: (1) an ablellCle of 191rictiva 1tipulalions
Broadcast Information Service-ChinaHsoc:iated with an individual exporter's busi1111111
93-133 (July 14, 1993)). Therefme. the
and export llce111111: {2) any legislative enactments
Department has determined that a de
decenualizing control or companiea:or (3) any
facto analysis is critical to determine
other formal ma111ure by the government
d11CCuttalizi1111 control of companies.
·whether COTCO. Geo Yao and CLIP are
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• Hu manapment that ts selected by Unlted States Price
its-board of dlrectors;
· ·For all i8aponclents, we based USP on
· .. Selection and continued
pmcbue price. in accordance with ·
2. AbleDce of de Facto Control
employment of management is not
aac:tion "7l2(b) of the Act, bac:aUle
The Department typically c:omideis
subject to government approval;
lighten W818 aold directly to unrelated
four factors in evaluatins whether a
• May issue additional sbares through parties in the United States prior to
respondent is subject todtt fact.o
the company~• board of diJactcn with · impartation into the.United States md
government control of its export
the approval of abareholden: and
· bec:aUle exporters saJaa price
. func:liom: (1) wbether the export prices
• Govemmeat contact was limited to ·
wu not otherwise
are ll8t by, m sub~ to the approval of,
a govemmttDtal authority:.(2) whether
the ilsuanc:a of GLIP's alwebolding
We cak:ulatad pun:bue price.bued
the respondent bu authority to
license and a general notiC:e ~ · 00 packed, FOB foJeign port pricea for
negotiate and sign contracts and other
to penalties for illegal exporting.
umelated puzcbuan in the United
apeements; (3) whether the nepondmt COTCX>
States.and packed, CF prices, wh819
has autonomy from the government in
appropriate. We made deductions fm:
making decisions reprding the .
• Is owned by "all the people";
· dianmta. f11niF inJmd freisht. .
selection of management; and (4)
• Has managers that are hind
·c:Qntainerizalioa, loading, port Untiling
whethm the respondent l9taim the
follawing public notices of vacancy,
expensaa. DCll8D freight and mariDe .·
proceeds of its export sales and makes
screening. and hiring negatiatiom: and iDsunuu», u indicated. Wban thele
independent decisions reprding
• Ha management that 1a eYaluated . services W8l8 pwdmed fram a mmbt
disposition of profits or financing of
by the employw of the company. 'Iba
economy aupplier and paid for in a
loaes (see Silicon Carbide).
selection and promotion of management market economy currency, we UAd the
During the Yerification proceedings.
are not subject to any govemm'!Qtal
actual COIL Otharwila, tbele c:huget
Department officials viewed evidence in
entity's review or approval. ·
were
valued in the a1ID'CJ8tlle country. In
the form of sales documents, company
.Bued OD the
evidence U
.
addition, we have relied UpoG a pricl, ..
correspondence, and bank statements.
·
quote pmvldad by aa umelated. HOB8·
and confirmed througb inquiries of
verified. we find that there ia a de fai:ta
Kang cmnpany to value freight in ti.c..
company representatives and officials
absence of governmental control of
inatanc- when Cll-Claqae u-1 a
from the China Chamber of Commerce
•~-1·
'l.1
for tbe
export functions of each of the th.companies. Consequently, carco, Gao r e - mr •company
for Machinery and Electronic Products
Yao and GLIP have been ....nted
deliver:y of finisbl!d 1ia)dma.
·
Import Ir Export ("ca:ME"). that
.,..·At th8 request of the Department. on
COTCO. GLIP, and Gao Yao:
separate ntes in our final
March Z2 and Z3, 1895, PolyCity ..ul.
• Maintain their own bank accounts,
determination.
·
Cll.c:J.aque submitted 18vt.d U.S. . . including foreign excbanp-.ccounts;
Sunosate
Coun~
and factors of=uction ~on to
• Are not restricted in their access to
reOect. minor ·
due to anon.
their bank accounts;
Section 773(c)(4) of the Act NqUil9a
noted at verification. In addition.
• Make independent business
that the Department value the NMB
PolyCity reviaecl: the U.S. sales liaiiag to
decisions, based on market conditions;
prodw:ers' facton of production, to tbe
include additional sales tbat had been
• Set their own ·prices independently extent possible, in one or mme marbt
inadvertently omitted (aee Comment 8);
and that the prices are not subject to
economy countries that are (l) 8$ a level foreign inWid freight to include
re\•iew by government authorities;
of economic development comparable to additional c:bupa incurred at the .
• Are not subject to foreign exchange thet of the NME~try. and (2)
border; marine inswmce and foleigt>. ·
targets set by either the central or
signiticant produc:en of c;pmparable
brobrqe and bandlina to reflect coats
provincial governments: 81,ld
mercbandiae. The Department bu
incuned on a value buia nther than a
• Have the ability to sell, transfer. or
determined that Indonesia is the most
per piece baaia; and OC8Ul &eight to
acquire assets.
suitable surrogate for purposes of this
reflect additional cbalges on certain
invoices and payment in Hong Kong
investigation. Based on available
·Exporter-Specific lnfonnati.on
statistical infonnation, Jn4onesia la at a
dollars rather than U.S. dollars. Cll·
Gao Yao
.
Claque's submission included small
level of economic development
number .of additional sales which bad
comparable to that of the PRC. and la a
• Is a Sino-Hong Kq 5~0 joint
significant producer of lightens (an,
been inadvertently omitted and ·
venture whose Chinese participant is a
memorandum to the file from Todd
reviSions to foreign in18nd &eight
company owned by "all the people";·
Hansen, dated Decembers. Sunogate
figures on deliveries of fluished lighten
• Maintains a bank account in Hong
Country Selection and memorandum
and purchases of inputs. Pursuant to
Kong where all monies received from
from David Mueller to Susan Kuhbach.
findings at verification, minor nvislona
Gao Yao's foreign sales are deposited:
were made to COTCD'a sales pricei-Por
• Has management that is selected by dated September a. 1994. Lighters- from
the People's Republic of China and ·
Gao Yao, we adjusted USP for port
the board of directors; without any
Surrogate Country Selection.)
handling cbarses that· bad been paid iD
governmental interference;
• Divides its profits evenly between
Fair Value Comparisons
a market economy cummcy to a Hong
the joint venture partners according to.
Kong company.
To detennine wbether sales of lighten
ownership participation; 1Uld
·
from the PRC to the United States·by
Fontign Marht Value
• Retains a general manager who is a
respondents were made at less than fair
in accordance with section 773(ci of
Hong Kong resident.
value, we compared the United States
the Act. we calculated FMV bum on
GLIP
·price ("USP")·to the foreign market
factors of production reported by the
factories in the PRC which preduc:ad the
• ls owned by "all the people" during value ("FMV"), as specified in the ·
"United States Price" and ...Foseign
subject mercha.ndiae for the tive
the POI, but became.a shareholding
Market ValU8" -sections of tbis.;notice.
responding exporters. .T!he factOl'i used·
company in July 1994;
subject to BOV81'D1118Dtal control Dftl'
expoit sales and pricing decisions.

:=ogy
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to produce lighters include materials.
labor, and energy. To calculate FMV, the
mported factor quantities wen
multiplied by the appropriate surropte
values from Indonesia for tboae inputs
purchased domestically from PRC
suppliers. Where inputs wen imported
&om market economy countries and
paid in a market economy currency, we
used the actual costs incurred' by the
nrodueers to value these factors (see. ·

e.g. Final Detennination of Sal11s at Less
ThcurFaiF Value: Oscillating Ceiling

Fans from the Pfl!Jplfl's Riipubltc'Tlf
China, 56 FR 55271, October 25, 1991).

We adjusted these input pricel to make
them delivered prices. We then added
amounta for overhead. pneral expenses
and profit, the cost of containers and
coverings. and other expenses incident
to placing the merchandise in condition
packed and ready for shipment to the
United States.
In addition, we have made the
following chang~ to our p1elhiWwy
calculations:
• For PolyCtty, we valued Certain .
inputs purchased from lilubt-economy
sources with market-economy currency
using invoices dated outside the POI.
For inputs that wen not purcbued from
market-economy sources with market·
economy currency, we uled surrogate
values (see Comment 11).
• For CU-Claque, we calculated
foreign inland freight hued OD verified
distances for packing materials and
finished lighters. In addition, we have
relied upon a price quote provided by
an unrelated Hong Kong company to
value freight in thme instances where
Cli-Claque used a 1elated trucking
company for the delivery of imported
inputs. We have adjustec;l dil8ct labor
hours to reflect verified infonnation.
Finally, to value the packing trays
which were made by a factory located
in the PRC with imported inputs; we
have used sunogate values.
. • For GUP, we adjusted labor hours,
butane usage, electricity usage, certain
lighter parts and packing materials to
reflect verified information. Also, we
adjusted the prices paid to market
economy suppliers based on verified
information.
• For Gao Yao, we used sunogate
values for inputs that we verified were
purchased from PRC suppliers, but had
originally been reported as purchased
from market economy suppliers. We
adjusted waste and electricity figures to
reflect verified information. In addition,
.certain consumption figures were
changed from a per kilogram basis to a
per-piece basis. Finally, the weights of
certain lighter parts were changed due
to findings at verification.

we

• For cxnm,
ecljuated labor
ForlJfneral expen• percentages, we
houn md consumption of~ raw •also uled the Reserve Bank of India
materials to reflect verified infonnation. data. For profit, we used the statutoey
We also adjusted the weights of certain
· lighter parts and packing materials
based on verified Information.
In determining the surrogate price to
be used for valuing the
factors of production,
when
available, publicly available published
lnfarmaticm ("public Information") &om
Indonesia.
With the exception ofbutane,we uaed
t,be JndCQleaian import prices taken &om
the lridonesi,,n FGlelp:J;ad11.Stat1stit:al·
Bullfltin-lmports, December 190~ and·
April 1994 to value material inputs'.
Baled on diacussiODB with U.S. Customs
officials(•• Memorandum to the File
from Todd Hansen, dated April 26,
1995, Appropriate HAS Numbers), we
have cbmgeCl certam. sunogate values to
mare accurately reflect the cost of the
inputueed.
.
.
For butane, the quantity imported into
Indonesia was insignificanL Therefore,
for those PRC producen that did not
import butane &om market·9CC1!Domy ·. .
sources~ we relied ~Indonesian export
statistics, u reported in the Indonesian
Foreign Trade Statistical BulletlnBrtlorts, ~bar 1993 and April 1994.
We uled Indonesian transportation
rates taken &om a September 18, 1991,
U.S. State Department cable from the
U.S. EmbusY in Indonesia to value
inlmd freight between the soun:e of the
factor and the dislJoaable lighter factory.
To value electrfcity, we u9ed th.a
·
public information &om the Electric
Utilities Data Book for Aalan and Padfic
Region (January 1993) ppblished by the
.Asian Development Bank. To value
labor amounta.,Jn have uled figures for
skilled and unskilled labor obtained
from Doing Business in Indonesia (1991)
and the International Labor Office's
1994 Special Supplement to the Bullmn
of Uibor Statistics. We have detennined
that these figure more accurately
represent hourly wage rates paid in
Indonesia than the rate provided in the
Department of Labor's "Foreign Labor
Trends," which wu the rate used in the
pre~ determination.
We adjusted the factor values, when
necessary, to the POI using wholesale
price indices ("WPls") published by the
International Monetary Fund ("IMF").
Because we were unable to locate
appropriate information on factory
overhead in Indonesia, we 1elied upon
data published by the Reserve Bank of
India pertaining to Manufacturingmetals, chemicals, and products thereof.
Because this figure includes indirect
expenses and water, we have not
calculated separate costs for these
inputs.

rem=,

we•
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minimum of eight pmClmt of materials,
18bor, factory overliead, ad geDeral
expenses. We could not obtain
Indonesian values for either general
expenses or profit. The hidian profit rate
was less than the statut0ry minimum of
eiaht percent.
'\Ye added packina bal8d on
Indonesian v&lues obtained fram the
Indonesian Foreip Trade Statistical
Bulletin-Imports;~ 1993 and
-April.1994.
'

11-.fqijoi'llmtion ANihh'e.JBW
1n:this iavestigatioil; some.PRC
exporters failed to respond to eur

questiODDaire. We have determbled that

thoee exporters should receive rates
based on BIA. In addition, became we
presume all expcmers to be centrally
controlled, ahlimt verifled lnfarmation
to the contrary•. in accordance with
eection 776(c) of the Ad, we have
auigmcl a .1118J'Riq baaed cm BIA to all
exporters who &ave not damoastrated
their independence &om central control.
This determinatian·la amslstmt-with
our Ul8 'of. BIA·baed '"PR.c.Wide" 111te
in other recent inY81tiptious ( - • .,...
Saccharin).

ID determining what to uie as BIA, the
Department follows a two-timad .
methodology, whentby the Department
normally assigns·less advanemugins to
th088 respondents that cooperated in ui
investigation and more adv.,. mugins
for those respondents that did not
cooperate in an investigation. Jt.
outlined in the Antifriction Bearings
(Other than Tapered·Roller Bearings)
and Parts Thereof from the Federal
Republic of Gflnnany: Final Results of
Antidumping Administrative Review (56
FR 31692, 31704-05, July 11, 1991),
.

when a company 1efuses to provide the
information requested in the form
19quired, or otherwise significantly
impedes the Department's investigation,
it is appropriate for the Department to
assign to that company the higher of (a)
the highest margin alleged in the
petition, (b) the highest calculated. rate
of any respondent in the investigation,
or (c) the margin from the preliminary
determination for that firm.
·
We consider all PRC exporters that
did not respond, or otherwise did ni>t
participate in the investigation, to be .
uncooperative and ue assigning to ~em
the highest margin based on infonnation
submitted in an amendment to the
petition.
Critical Circumstances
In our notice of Preliminary
Detennination fl/ Critical

Cin:umstances: Disposable Pocket
Lighten from the People's Republic of
China, 60 FR 436 Oanuary 4, 1995), we
found that criUcal c:ircwmtances exist
with respec:.t to imports of disposable
lilhten from COTCD and Cli-Clague.
l>unuant to ledion 733(e)(l) ofihe
Act and 19 CFR 353.16, we hued our
detemdnation for CXJ'l'CX) OD a &naiDg
of (1) an imputecUmowledge of.
dumpq to the importers because the
estimated dumping maqiDI were in
exCeu of 25 percent. and (2) mustve
impmta of diapolable lighten over a
relatively short period, buec:l on an
"analysis of respondellt's shipment data.
Because CU-claque did not Submit
wr::!~tion rorthe
.
pre
critical drcumatances
determination. we determined, as best
information available, that critical
cin:umstances exist. Cli-Claque
submitted the requested information on
January 6, 1995. For non-respondent
exporters, we determined that critical
cin:umstancel do exist.
.
Respondents' shipment information
bu DOW been verified. The Deputment
affirms the analysis u explained in its
preliminary finding with respect to
PolyCity, Geo Yao, GLIP and CX>TCO.
Accordingly. we determine that critical
circumstances do not exist with respect
to imports of disposable lighters from
PolyCity, Geo Yao, and GLIP and do
exist with respect to COTOO and all
non-responding exporters. With nispect
to CU-claque, we also determine that
critical circumstanc:es do exist (see
Comment 13).
Verification
As provided in section 776(b) of the
Act. we verified the information
submitted by respondents for use in our
final determination. We used stsndard
verification procedures, including
examination of relevant accounting and
production records, and original source
documents provided by re5pondents.
Our verification results are outlined in
detail in the public version of the
verification report, available in Room B099 of the Main Commerce Building,
14th and ConstitutiOn. Washington DC

producers supplying it ... uo he of
government control Since l9lpODdenta .
bave not overcome the pnsumpticm tbat
their Q,inese disposabJ8 Jisbter
producers ant sovemment controllecl.
and the exporters merely serve u
mi4dlemen for the aa1e of lighters to the
U.S., the exporters should be usipecl
the 11'RC.Wide" 1ate.
.
Petitioner q~ whether the
Department ori8inallY intended to apply
thli sepuate ·rates analysis OD.Jr to · ·
exporters.· Petitioner pointa to the Final
~nation of Sala at Lea than Fillt
Value: Sparlcllfn flmn. the.People'•

·

-=tMties of companies

..ums to tbe

~tecl States md manipulate tbeee

companies' export prices. Where ID
exporter is able to demonstrate tbat Its
export-=tivlties are not contiolled by

tU-aovemment· then~ De~
will rec:opize tbat in~ by
awarding the exporter a •parate 1ate
(. .,
Saccharin). ·
Petitioner'• ugumeut tbat u.ding

•-&·

..._....that the au... scwemmmt
companies are mmely middlema

manipulates the5·~ to the
United States (1) controlliq the
prim beh.,,.. th8
and the

ReplJblic of Cliina (56 FR 20588, May 6, · tm.diDg.company, or (2) ~
1991) (Sparklen), whant the Deputment ~~··price to the United States

enumerated sepuata 1ates lar ·
tbJOu&b thejlRlducer. With nspect to
"producer/expmter'' c:mnbhwtions..
the Int concem, the manuktm.'a
However, in racent caw, mcb u Final · ~ce to the exporter ckles:i:,~•Y .
Deteimination of Sala at Lea 7'han
mle in the Deputmat'a
Fair Value: Cownarin flom Ille Peqple'• U.S. price la tiued cm. tbe expmtm'a ·
Republic of China (59 FR 66899,
"(ua&llly a tmdiq campay'1) prim to
December 21. 1894) (Coumann). the.
the Unit9Cl Stme.ad PMVta . _ . _
Deputmtmt bu iDdlcated that It is" '
t.be,producm'1 flctGls ofproducticm
intentionally NatrictiDg Its analysis of . , '1'1mefale, ~ FftlllllllDl oaatiol
freedom from aovemmtmt c:mtiol IO)ely ofplices b8twem the~ wl
to exporten. Petlticmer U11m tbat
mcpomn ia ine~ ManoNr, wblre
under this policy, tbe Deputmet-=ould ~ pmdumr is JIOl
&nd itself in the pa.tUcm of certifyiq
have deienDiDecl time.is ao ......_
that an exporter is iDdepeDdent and,
-that the pradw:er ta tnvolwd mthe
thmefore, can be auiped a 1epUBte
export -=tivities of tbe ~·
rate, while the mcparter is PmCbuina
'8-Ule the~.
&om a producer wbo woufd not be company 88111 tb8 ~ pdce. lt ta
allowec1 a separate rate becaUleof
ap~a facua the .............._:
government cantiol. Petitioner doea not aiWySia cm tbe exporter. In cmmat. the
beli8V8 that this is what the Deputmmat purpa111 of tbe MOI test ia to delamtne·
intended when it enunciated Its
Wb8tlm fonip ...._value cm be
separate rates analysis in Sparldms.
dltmmined usiDS prlml or COiia ID tbe
Petitioner also queations why the
NME. Thua, tbe - ' facuaes an
market oriented industly ("MOI") test
pvemment contral of the dCllD9ltlc: ,.
looks at the producer and not the
indust1y, 1atber tban cm export
·
exporter, while the aeparate rates test
activities. 'l'h111,.peUtiD1m'a attempt to
does the op~te.
.
draw a.parallel betwwa a
rate9
· Geo Yao. CLIP, and COTOO argue that analysis and an MOI ana1Jlla ts
the independence of their suppliers ia
misplacecl.
.
not relevant to the Department's .
Comm nt 2 , "Tied" a-tid
b ... Duty
determination of whether Geo Yao,
•
·
.nu ump....
GLIP. and carco should receive
Rates for Exporter/Supp~
.
separate rates. The Deputment ·bu
Petitioner argues that whenl the
sought, received, and verified
Department issu• a separate 1ate to an:
information concemina the
exporter. that rate~ be applied to· .
independence of Chinese exporters. Geo the producer/exporter combination that
Yao, GLIP, and COTCX> argue that
gave rise to the 1ate. Canaequently, if the
. examining the supplien is melevant
exporter later purcbams from anoth_er
and conflicts with wall-established
prOclucer, the "PRC-Wide" rate shOuld
20230.
Department ~licy.
apply. Such "tied" rate9 would preV8Dt
Interested Party Comments
Both Polyaty and CU-Claque argue
producen from chenneling merchandise
that they are independent Hong Kans
out of the PRC throup the exporter
General Jssues
companies, and the Chinese government with the lowest rate.
Comment J: Separate Rates
does not own and cannot control
Petitioner agrees with the
Petitioner argues that an exporter
PolyCity's or CU-Claque's activitieL
Department'• decision to tie Geo Yao
should not receive a separate rate unless Therefore, they are entitled to •parate
and its manufacturer when It auipecl.
the producer supplying the exporter can rates.
them a zero margin in the preliminary
demonstrate that it is also independent
.
determination, making any oth'1
DOC Position
manufacturers shipping thlOugh Geo
of central government control. The fact
that an exporter is independent from
The sepuate rates policy reflects the
Yao subject to th~ "PRC-Wide" rate.
central government control provides no Department's concern that the Chin..
HQwever;petitioner contends that the
guarantee that the producer or
governmeat may interfere in· the export
Department bu refused to recognize

the...,....... .·

..,..te
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1bat other expartms have '-t8i9a·a
he bad to export dispalable lisbten
from my produmr ill China to the
United States It the rate applicable to
that aparts. Comequmtly, pmducm1.
will ..U tbrougb expartan wHb low ·
sates, thereby ivaidiD& the blp.r rates
found ia this mvestiptiaa;· particululy
the ..PRcrWide" nte. Became of the
distim:tion mede for mro JDll'IPDs,
pelitiomr mau- that It is more
·
bmeflc:ial far a exporter to baft a.
small pomtive mugiD 1baD to ba~ a
zero IDllJllD, U 81l exparler with a small
positive margin may export mr ay
juoducar at that small JDU&iD.
Thenfore, petiti..-NqUats tbat the
DepubD8Dt-. atidmnping duty
rates for exporter/pioducer

cambinatiom.
Gao Yao. GI.IP, ad COTCO state that
petiticmm'S coaclusiaa regardiDs the
c:bumellng of all expm'll tbrough the
exporter with the lowest dumplD&
mugin ill mroneous. ID the pest. trading
c:ampulia which export to the Ulllted
States bave nceived Individual rates
innpective of dudr mpplien. OOTCO
ad GI.IP ate that it ts appropriate for
Gao Yao tonceivea "tied" raie for. ·
mercb•ndj• •ld and JD1Dufactund by
Gao Yao, becaue Gao Yao is a
manufactmer who exports, not a trading
company. OOTCO and GUP state tbat,
as trading compania, they should Dot
receive a "tied" rate even if they receive
a zero margin. Gao Yao, GLIP, and
COTCO argue that evm U a new factory
made shipments of IJOOds to the United
States through ID exporter with a lower
dumping rate, the subsequent
antidumping nYiew would requhe a
factors analysis of the supplying factory.
Cli-Claque maintains that it is ID
independent Hong Kong company that
competes with all other. lighter
manufacturers. It has no incentive or
desire to help its coaipetitms ship to the
United States. Moreover, ifCli·Claque
shipped other companies' lighten to the
United States, Cli-claque would risk
losing its low dumping margin in
subsequent reviews.
DOC Position:
We have determined that the pairing
of exporters and producers for
calculating antidumping rates is
inappropriate under the circumstances
discussed above. Recent Department
practice has been to allign rates only to
.
exporters except in the case of
producer/exporter combinations .that
have been fo'°!d not to be ~umpmg. _
(See e.g_, Pencils, Sacchann, Coumann,
and Final Antidumping Duty
Determination: Certain Cosed Pencils
from the People's Republic of China, 59
FR 5562.5, November 8, 1994. where the
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Dlt.f'*i'bWt lllipfd.a ._.,,ate teta
~ucw/apmter far pmpmarof
irxcluaicm fnim the order, but the

J81D•ini"I nbll 'W91'8 wiped to

expmters only.) Where• juadaCll'I
aporter combJlllticm ii ·!Omad Datto be

dumpiaa, It ts appropriate to publish a
rate tbafapplieS to tbat pzaducer/

exporter cambiuaticm became they me

exclacled from the order ad. theNfwe,
future ad.miDimatmt revi8WL HOW8YC,
all otlm mcpartma remabuubject to the
order ad a=jnlatntift NView&.
ltenca, caatrmy to petlticmer's uautian,
thaee aporter'I haft JlO bu:mtlve to
·export tlie output of produan that
might yield a high NV um- tH.Y .
adjust their U.S. pric:al ICCDl'dlqlj~ If
they fall to do 90. ID admfnlstnd:lft
18View would l'9llllt ID ID as rDll8Dt of
additional duties, with lntmwst. and a
bigber ceih deposit rate for future
eDtria.

Comment 3:.0verh-4 md &..gy
COTm. Qao Yao md GI.IP arpe tbat
the cable fram the U.S. Em1-y ID · .
Jakarta, relied upcm bj the DepullDeDt
In ill prellmlnalJ clet8mdmt1Cm. a.. _
not state lfiDdirecl labarllld eleclridty
are Included In avmbead. Shace this ii
UDClear, OOTCO,·Gao Ym md GIJP
argue tbet the llepertmeDt should
lllWDtl, a it bas la pest c:asa, that
indirect labor ad el8ctridty are
. included in factory overhead. (Sett
Sebacic .Acid from the PeoPJe'• lft1public
of China, (59 FR 28053, 28080, May 31,
1994) and Shop Towel• t1f Cotton from
the People'• Republic !If Cldna (56 FR
4040, 4042 , February i, 1991).) COTCO,,

Gao Yao and GUP also state that the
activities of the Indirect laborers are not
directly related to production and
·would normally be included in
cmtrhead.
·PolyCity states that the standard cost
accounting tntatment throughout the
world for electrldty ad other utilities
is to include th. . items in factory
overhead. According to PolyCity, the
Department double-counted these items
when it separately included values for
them in addition to calculating a factory
overhead rate.
Petitioner acknowledges that the
factory overhead rate in the U.S.
Embassy cable does not make cleu
whether indirect labor is included.
However, since OOTCO, Gao Yao. and
GLIP argue that there is very little
indirect labor involved in lighter
production, ~tioner states that there
would be little, if any, double counting
if.indirect labor were valued separately.
DOC n...-:.:on
TUMu

For this final determination, we are
using information from the Reserve
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tltmkofIndia iluHfltln, ('"RliJB'")
n..c.mher 1993 to value fadmy
ovmbad. Weweni unable to obtain ID

.overhead lltefar Ji&ht~
plalitl b1 Indaaelia 'l'hel8fore. we
.
tumed to IDdia.
a ID8DilfaduriDg
ovmbead rate wu avallable. We bave
·determi1u14 lbat this ovmhead figme
nspnsents tbe bat ovmhead ..... far
the iDdustry in questioll becaule It is

wmn

~=-wbat
ttmulhouict ~.
valued eeparately fnmi factory ·

CMldutad, we emntned the COiia.
Included in the partic:ular ovelhea4 rate
being ued. SlnCe the RBJB factory .
ovmieacl rate cloel DOt IDcJude lndinc:t
labor ·md energy, we an llliplDg
....... ftluel for the9 lteml,
DDtwithltanding respcmdeats" ·
argumllDll about" misdard COit
~pnctims.
Comment 4: Date of Sale

Petitianer mau- that the dlte of ule
shou1cl be the.date of Cli-a.q."• and
Poljaty'• fw:stmfle ccmlnadcm. not
the date of invoice. PetltiaimamteDdi
tblt Cli-claque andl'olyatyllepliaie.
price, qwmtlty. and wtiluat6cl clitll"'1
date by pb.mae Dd c:mftnn lbw .....
by fllc:limUe. Howaww; the. cmapmi81
reported the date of llmdce . . . . date
of-1e•.Became of a dnltlc . _ i n
imports during June md the flnt half ot
July, petitioner ii pllticuluiy caacemed
about any sales amfinned in the POI.
but Dot bmdced ill the POI.
.
PolyCity md Cli.Qaqu. state that the
Departm81lt cha. the date-of• lmed
on our normal :methodoJosy and~
they correctly complied with its teqiaelt.
DOC Position
At verification,we confirmed that the
appropriate date of •le Wiii the date
PolyQty ad Cli-Claque issued the
invoice which acc:ampanied the
·shipping documentation. We noted that
changes in delivery terms ad quantity
did occur between the facsimlle
confumation ad the date of imoice.
Although the verificatim report stated
that the facsimile WU a ''canfinnltf~"
facsimile, that statement was not meant
to imply that all the terms of sale were
agreed upon and could not cbange. ~
facsimile, as verified, is ·merely an
acknowledgement that a sales
transactions will occur between the
company ad ill customer.
GenerBlly speaking, the Departmellt
will consider the date of u to be the
date on which an substantive tmns of
the sale are agreed upon by the partia
This normally includes the price and . _
quantity. If the terms of aaleS agreement
or contract permit the revision of prices
up to the date of invoice, shipment, or ·
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since the preliminary detarmination and Comment B: New Sales
the mars-discovered at veri&cation, the
· Petlti0Jl81' states that the three new
nliability of PolyClty'• data ii c:alled ·
invoic:ea dilcowered at verification
into question. In partlcuJar, petitioner ·
ahould be included in the margin
notes: (1) Every .Ue examh•d at
· calculations and mould be aubPied the
verification required revision; (2)
hlshest BIA nte. Since these ..Jes were
foreign. iDJmd freight. ocean freight, and not l8ported in a timely lll8llll8r,
marine iDsuraDce were~ (3)
Comment 5: Non-market Economy
. PolyCity used an unuaual . . - proceu; petitioner argues that the Department
ihould UliRD a unit marpn for each of
Currency
and (4) PolyQty'a method of
these-sales 6ued an BIA. Due to the
PolyClty and petitioneia have
documenting input purcbuaa lacked
numerous erron founcf at verification.
advllllC8d arguments nprcling the
conaistency. Petitioner cont811da that
petitioner recommanda using the
valuation of certain inputs pulchned
PolyClty bad mme than adequate time
uncooperative BIA rate. For one sale.
from market ec:Onomy suppliers, that
. to c:mnct these emn in the n1UD8l'Olll
which waa added to PolyCity'a aalea
cannot be addnuecl in this notice
aubmiuiom PolyClty filed.between the listing after the prelimiDary .
because of their proprietary nature.
preliminary determination and .
dMermination. petitioner recommends
These c:omments ue addnuedin a
verification. Petitioner ap.. that th8'8 . usiu the cooperative BIA rate.
separate memorandum to the file.
::S~ with the iDac:curacies
.PolyClty states that three ulea were
at vm1Bcation. make
inadvertently excluded from the aa1ea
Comment 6: Appropriate BIA Rate
PolyClty'a data unreliable. Therefme,
lilting but ttiat tbey have DOW been
Petitioner maintaim that the
the Department ahould use .
incluCled. Thelem, BIA for thne sales
Department should U88 the highest rate
uncooperative BIA in calculating
is unwarranted. The one sale petitioner
(i.e•• 346.55 percent) alleged in the
PolJCit}''• marpn.
alleges WU added to PolyQty'I sales
petition as·the "PRC-Wide" rate.
If the Department does not U88 total
listing after the prelin1inary ·
Petitioner calculated the FMV used in
uncooperative BIA, petitioner th-.11
deteriDination wu, in fact, included in
this margin calculation based on a
argues that the Department ahould uee
-the &rat aahia lilting and every listing
combination of Indian input values and partial BIA for tbele COits. Petitioner
aince. Therefore. tt mould not be treated
its own COits. Petitioner states that
cont811da that 1ince PolyClty failed to
differently than the other sales tltllt have
because the Department believed that it report certain additioml cbarpl for
been reported.
relied too heavily on its own coats and
foreisn inland freight. reporteCi ocean
DOC Position
that India may not be the most
freight in the wrong currency. and.
appropriate surrogate country, the
miscalculated marine imurance, using
We detennine that-the omissions
Department requested that petitioner
BIA values for these facton is
deacribed above were inad--t and
recalculate FMV based on the price of
ap~ate.
the corrected information was verified.
lighters exported from the Philippines.
. PoljCity maintains that accepting
The new sal• repreMDt a small
(The Philippines is a known producer of petitioner'• allegatioils would run
·percentage of total aa1ea· during the POI
disposable lighten and, in prior casea.
counter to the Department'• practice
and, at verification, were not hidden or
the Philippines had been determined to and 18plationa. PolyClty atatea that all
misrepreaented. Further. we are
be at a level of economic development
of its aubmisaiona and c:mnctiom have
aati16ed that the record is now complete
comparable to the PRC.) The estimated
been timely filed. The verification at
and accurate u to this company's sales
dumping margin using the Philippine
PolyCity was routine, and the
during the POI of subject merchandise.
export data is 197.85 percent. Petitioner Department treated it routinely. The
Accontingly. the reported information,
argues that, although it submitted
Department typic:&µy makes corrections u comcted baaed on verification, is the
additional information requested by the and adjustments at verification. The
appropriate b&sis for this LTFV
Department (offered u an altemative set conec:tions discovered at verification
determination for PolyCity. ·

the purchue order, then it is the ·
. ·
Department'• practice to hue the date of
sale on the shipment date, invoice date,
or the purcbua order date, dependina
upon which date the .nviaiom ue made.
Thus, we accept the date of au
verified.

of documents to supplement the
exhibits in the original petition), the
. margin calculated in the original
petition has ~ot_been discredited.

DOC Position
We are continuing to use the rate
based on Philippine export data. We
believe this rate is appropriate because:
(1) The original petition rate relies too
heavily on petitioner's own costs: (2) we
initiated the case on the basis of the
Philippine export ~ta; and (3) India is
not a significant producer of lighters.
Company Specific Issues

PolyCity Industrial Limited
Comment 7: BIA
Petitioner argues that the Department
should use BIA in detennining the .
antidumping duty margin for PolyCity
because, due to the numerous
corrections submittoo to the Department

were merely errors, not hidden or
misrepresented information. In
addition, PolyCity maintains that it
erred in favor of the petitioner, rounding
numbers up on most obeervations. To
use BIA in this situation would be a
radical deputun from the Department's
rules and practice. Hence, the
Department should use PolyCity's
verified information.

Comment 9: Untimely Submissions
Petitioner argues that changes and ·
additions to PolyClty's data which were
submitted on February 21, 1995, ahould
be rejeded as untimely filed with the
Department.
PolyCity states that this submission
was timely filed in accordance to
instructions given by Department
officials. PolyCity argues, however, that
petitioner's comment ahould not have
been included in the brief filed on· April
10, 1995, since only comments on
verification nports were to be filed.
Accotdingly, PolyCity argues thet this
comment cannot be included in the
record. ·

DOC Position
We agree 1'\ith respondent that the
final determination should be based.on
PolyCity's verified data. .The items
described by petitioner are minor
tjwiges that were conected for this
final determination. Omiasions &om·the
reaponae were inadvertent and corriloted
DOC Position·
information was verified. We are
satisfied that the record is now complete
We agree with respondent, in part.
and accurate regarding this company'•
Respondent's submissions were timely
sales of subject merchandise.during the .. filed, in accordance w.ith-our
POL
instructions..·However,·we·dill8gl89'with·
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respondent that-petitioner's c0mments
should have been rejedacl. Due to ·
.miscommunication betwaeu the
Department ~d the parties in this case,
parties wme unclam where to' report
company-specific ilsues that wen not
verification issues. Therefore. we have
determined that this argument was
properly included. in this brief and have
8llowed it to remain in the record of this
investigation.
•

...._ __ ,

1...-:

Comment JO. U• A1."'wu L&uw- Rates
Respondent ugues that the

Depilrtment should use the actual wage
rates paid by PolyCf.ty to its Chin8118
workers. ID the put, the Department has
used actual costs far certain factom of
production, if these c:ostS represent
accurate, market-hued values. Since the
workem of PolyCity freely negotiate
their wages without interfennce from
~e central govemment (e.g.
·
unemployed workers wait at the filctory
gate to interview for opm positionsJ
respondent believes tliat there is no
basis for the use of aunogate values.
If the Department rejects the Ul8 of
PolyCity's wage rates, nspcmdent.uks .
that we use the average of the wages oii
the record for unskilled factoryO
workers in Indonesia. The nte used by
the Department in its preliminary
determination hued on locally enpged
U.S. Embassy ptnQllD8l in lndoDeaia is
not a valid surrogate for the cost of
unskilled factor labor in China.
DOC Position

As stated above, we have determined
that the PRC is a non-market economy
country for purposes of this
determination. M01'80YC, there bu been
no claim and we have not found that
available information would permit us
to detennine FMV under the market
economy provisions of the antidumping
duty law (see section 773(c)(l)(b) of the
Act). Hence, we are basing FMV on the
Chinese factors of production values in
a surrogate country.
·
PolyCity points to Lasko Metal Prods••
Inc. v. United States 810 F. Sup. 314
(CIT 1992) affd 43 F.3d HU (Fed. Cir.
1994) to support the proposition that the
Depanment can use respondent'• actual
costs when those costs repreaent
accurate market-economy values.
However, Lasko addresses Department's
practice of using respondent's actual
costs in narrow circumstaDce&-i.e;.
where the input is purchased from a
market economy country and paid for in
a market economy currency. We do not
use values within the non-market
economy.
Moreover, in the one case cited by
PolyCity (Final Drrtennination of Sales
at Less Than Fair Value: Chrome Plated

t
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People.. llapUbuc of md are more accurate than sunogate
China, 56 FR t6153, 46154, s.ptamber · 'V8lues. In many instanms,, the
10, 1991), the Department wu
Deputmeat 11181 mnapte 'nluu that
inV811:ipting an MOI daim, nat a claim are from pre-POI time periods md are
that labor wu mmbt orianted. In
&mma))y further 1111110.ad framthe POI
addition, the Dllputment did DOt find · than the pnt-POl mmbt m y
that wages in thi PRC were market
prices. Using pm-POI mlrbt 9CQDQ11ly
detmni 0 ed. To the cantnry, we
pricas .that the producer aclually paid is
stated," * * * we have concluded that consistent with that practice•.
respondent hu Dot CIY8ICOIDll the
Comment JZ: Jakarta vs. Non·Jalwta
· presumption of state c:mlllol with
Rates
respect to labar and that the PRC wage
·rate should DOt be uaecl fm purpow of . Pol,ctty maintains that the
the factma of production aaalyU."
llepaltmeDt lhould U88 a~
.
·
. ·
·· wage rate iD valuiJll labar. It mtes that
Comment 11: M:mufactured Pam vs.
wage rates iD J.-a are not a
Pmcbasecl Partl
~r,~te
1m...- in
· In caw whea PolyCity bath
· eee factoliea became C'.hi·purcbasea a part and producaa·tbe ame lighter factories are located in small,
part from imparted raw materiala. it
.piovinc:ial towns, Dot major dtiea Jib
argues that the price it pays fer the
Jakuta. Moreowlr, PolJQty statel that
pUrchuecl part lhould nat be uaed to
not cme of the lndcm•en Jigbter
value this input. Instead, the
factoriea is located in jabrta.
Department lbould c:autnu:t a vaaue
using the factcn needed to produce the DOC Position
J>8!l.
· We diugree that we are nquired "to
PolyCity conteDda that 'Y81Uilll the . · -custmni•" factor vaiu. to ren.:t the
part UliDg the price paid Im the Jinisbecl · conditiom of cartaiD.PIC ~·
put waWd oventate the _amOUDt of
We have ul8cl n.o data~ to
labor and OV8l'be9c1 allocated to
buloneejp wqe rates tovalue tba labor
PolyCity'• Giber adiviti& Thia is·
·input for all PRC p;ad...._ Thil data
because PolyQt:m,
.labor and overhead
reflects m llldomsi•n.wide averaae. DOt
figures include
and ovmbeacl to
the wage iate in Jakarta.
produce th818 parts, and the Dep8rtment C1i-Claqu Com
limltal
does not bave the nea
ry information
e
pony
to back out ti.. amomata.
Comment 13: ~ Llghtera ·
Altematively. if the D8putmmt dOll
Cli-cJaque ~tbat ha Dal. .
not accept PolyQty's plOpOlal to w
nefilW.le 8lec:tlCmic liabter· referred. to
solely a comtrw:ted value, tba lt
... a cud lilbter•• DOl diapolllble and .
should. nlue the parts cm a weightshould notDe included wltbin tbe ICClp9
average basis between the purchuecl
of the inWltiptlcm. ID c:antrut to Dint:
and the manufactur8d puts.
lighters, this Cli.claque Jigbter 1118S a
DOC Position
piezo elec:troDic lilhtiDa mec:Mnian.
Further, because ol its Unique flat lbape.
We diaapee with respondent that we .._ lighter muat be proclucBd flam a
.
should use the facton methodology for
more costly, hisher pade of plutic.
al~ of the parts couumed during the
With respect to ctiuM1• Of
POI. Contrary to PolyCity'• uaertion, to distribution, CU-claque lall th.. ·
use the facton methodology for all parts lighters at wholeaale10 tohlcco aDd .
consumed during the POI would
other companies for uae 11 p!Olllotional
unaerstate the labor and overhead
items. Because these lighten are
becaUl8 it would not include additioml
considerably mo1e costly to proclw:e,
labor and overhead needed to produce.
Cli-claque atates that it mula not 18ll
those parts. Thus, we have only applied them at retail in-competitian with
the factom methodology for inputs
orc!!uuY flint liahtars.
actually produced by PolyCity.
ThroUghout tlie invesliption.
For the portion of the parts u88d
petitioner has maintained that the
which PolyCity purclwes from market
existence of an electric lighting
economy mppliara in a market economy mechanism alone should not be a
currency, we valued the part using an
determining factor in decidins whether
invoice price outside the POI. While our a lighter is or is not dispolllble.
first prefenmc:e would be an invoice
Petitioner cites examples of clispolable
price during the POI, in this
lighters that use the piezo electric
.
inwstigation we are accepting actual,
ignition·mecb•nillJll. Regmding ultimate
pre-POI prices paid to a market
U98 of the lighter, peti.tioaermain1aim
economy producer in mubt eamomy
that it is the l8Jl1e 11 the flint ligbte- currency bec:aul8 such prices, although to light various tobacco producta.
outside the POI. are the best available
Regarding channels of distributicm.
information on the value of these inputs petitioner states that Cli-Cllque'a
Lug Nuts P.rmn the

•unoaate
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addition, according to CU-claque, the
European determination did Dot cover
pi~lectric lighten, but only flint
ligllters. Since piezo.electric lighten
npresent a significant percentep of the
lighters exported to the United States by
DOC Position
di-Claque, the Department should not
Although Cli-Claque's card lighters
impute lcnowledse of dumping to Cli·
are not currently sofd at retail but are
Claque. Moreover, CU-Claque maintains
sold at wholesale to tobacco and other
that the Department caDDot impute
companies as promotional itema, these
knowledse of dumping to CU-Claque'•
lighters are not the only type of lighten importen since the Department found a
·to be sold to companies u promotional
dumping margin of only 7.03 peicent.
items. The standard, disposable butane
The Department's practice hU been to
lighter is also sold to companies as a
impute such Jpiowledp only where it
promotional item. Thus, the card
finds a preliminary J1W1in equal to or
lighten are not uniL:.in their use as
sreater than zs ~t.
promotional items,
use standard,
Petitioner argues tbat altho'ilgh the
disposable lighten clearly serve this
E~ determination only coven
purpose as well.
flint llgbten, the Department has
Also. the existence of a piezo electric
preliminarily deterlllined that electronic
ignition mechanism is not decisive.
lishters are in the same clus or kind of
Several brands of disposable lighter
mercbmdise·as flint lighters. ·ID
.
employ the piezo mecbaat.m rather
addition, petitioner argues tbat, • noted
than the more common Dint ignition
in the verification report, CU-claque
system. The fact that a J.iibter is
- used the date of Mle, rather than the
refillable is also not contlOlling, as
shipment date, for reportlJ1I monthly
indicated in the scope of this
shipments. Accordilll to petitioner, this
investigation. which recognizes that a
inccmect reporting understates the .
disposable 'lighter may be refillable or
1DU1iveneu of imports by~
non-refillable.
shipments from the post-petition
Further, card lighters come in both
period to the pre-petition filing peri
refillable and non-refillable venions.
Finally, petitioner ugues that although
The lighters are identical in every
CU-Claque claims that the inC1'91S8 in
respect with the exception of the refill
July 1994 was due to a shipment to a
valve on the refillable lighter. Both
customer to meet the July lZ, 1'91
lighters feature the more expensive
deadline eatabliahed by the CPSC, the .
plastic and the piezo electric lighting
Department has repeatedly held that the
mechanism. The addition of a refill
statute and regulations make no
value to the card lighter is insufficient
mention of weighins other factors or
to warrant reclassifying it as a non·
uamining alternative causes as to the
disposable lighter. Therefore, disposable reason· for increased imports.
Petitioner also argues that the
lighters with refill valves clearly fall
Department should continue to find that
within the scope of the investigation.
critical circumstances exist with respect
Comment 14: Critical Circumstances
to imports of lighters &om Cli-Claque.
Cli-Claque argues that critical
Petitioner maintains that the first prong
circumstances do not exist. Cli-Claque
of the statutory requirement for critical
maintains that the increase in July 1994 circumstances, i.e., knowledp of
is due to a shipment to a U.S. customer
dumping, is fulfilled. Petitioner states
to meet the July 12, 1994 deadline. This that disposable lipters &om the PRC
deadline, established by the Consumer
have been found to be dumped in both
Products Safety Commission's
the European Union and Argentina. In
("CPSC"). The CPSC barred the import
1991, the European Commission (EC)
of disposable lighters that did not meet
imposed antidumping duties on psmore stringent safety requirements after fueled. non·tefillable pocket flint
July 1994. Thus. Cli-Claque argues that
lighters originatins in China. The fact
this shipment did not result from the
that the margin on lighters from China
filing of the antidumping petition, but
was only 16.9 percent is irrelevant for
from U.S. regulatory requirements
this prong of the knowledge test.
According to petitioner, the Department
imposed by CPSC.
CH-Claque argues that, with respect to requires a 25 percent mupn on imports
the history of dumping. although the
only when the Department is imputins
Council of European Communities
knowledge of dumping under the
found dumping of gas-fueled, nonecond alternative criteria for
·
refillable pocket flint lighters, the
knowledge of dumping. not when the
margin in the case of China was only
Department is inquiring whether there
16.90 percent. well below the
is a history of dumping in the United
Department's 25 percent threshold. In
States or elsewhere under the first
lighten could compete at retail with
flint lighten, if the maDufactunr
imprinted designer wraps or logos to
entice customen to pay a somewhat
higher price.
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alternative criterie for knowledge of
dumping.
DOC Position

.We disagree with petitioner that a
hiatory of dumping exists with respect
to disposable lighten. We do Dot require
the scope of our proceeding to match
exactly the scope of the foreign
pro•••Hng. Since the lighters llXl!mined
by the EC are subject to this
investiption, we find that there is a
history of dumping with respect to the
clus or kind of merchandise as a whole
and, by extension, with respect to Cli·
Claque. We have established a history of
dumping with respect to Cli-Claque and
we asr- with petitioner that in
evaluating this criterion, the si• of the
margiD found by the EC is irrelevant.
Because there is a history of dumping,
we are Dot requiled to consider whether
the importer knew or should have
known that the exporter was selling the
subject merchandise at less than fair

value.

·

We tiave also considered whether
imports of the mm:bandise have been
musive over a relatively short period of
tim8 in accordance with 19 CFR
353.16(f) and (g). Based OD verified
information OD shipments by CU·
Claque, we find that imports have been
maaive over a relatively short period of
time, even when taking into account the
iDcreue in volume in advance of the
July 1994 deadline for importing DOD·
childproof lighters. (For a more detailed
analysis, see the proprietary Calculation
Memorandum for this final
determination.) Therefore, we find that
critical circumstances exist with respect
to imports on behalf of CU-Claque
because a history of dumping exists and
because imports have been massive over
arelatively short period of time.
Comment 25: Defective Lishten

Cli·Cla11ue argues that there is no
need to adjust total production figures
to account for defective lipten, as
petitioner maintains, since the
.
production figures used in the factor of
production calculations are' already net
of defective lighters sold to customers in
the PRC which wete later returned to
Cli-Claque.
DOC Position

We agree with petitionen and have
made an adjustment to the cost of
manufacture to account for the defective
lighters sold which were later returned
to Cli-Claque.
Comment 16: Water and Diesel

Petitioner argues that the Department
should not include water and diesel in
overh•d, but should calculate values

ZZ368
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The difference, cited by petitioner, WU
for these inputs separately, using
not a di1Cl'8pancy between the data
sunogate values. Petitioner maintains
reported and the figure verified but the
'that the diesel fuel used t~.power the
diHerence between the skilled and
generators is a direct factor of
unskilled hours worked per day in the
production in producing lighters, and
metal workshop.
·
not, as in aome other cases, an
incidental expense. As a direct factor of DOC Position
production, diesel fuel should be .
We agree with respondent. Our
included as a separate factor of
discussion in the verification, report was
production and not included as a part
to note only the difference in the
of factoey overhead.
number of hours worked between
Cli-Clique argues that water should
skilled and unskilled workers in the
be treated as an overhead item. With
metal workshop. We did not note any
regard to diesel fuel, Cli:ciaque h8s
.discrepancies in the information we
submitted the total kilowatt hours of
·
electricity used because electricity is the reviewed.
direct input used in the production
Co~ent JB: Electroplating
process. CU-Claque asserts that if the
Petitioner argues that the Department
.Department were to also include diesel
should
assign appropriate surropte
fuel used to produce electricity as a
values for electroplating as best
factor of productiop, it would be
information avalliab1e since
double-counting the cost of electricity.
electropltting was done by a non-mubt
DOC Position
economy 1aun:e. In addition, petitioner
We agree with respondents that water argues that Cli-Claque likely incurred ·
transportation cbar8es for shipping
should be Jncluded in factory overhead
lighter caps for electroplatJng.
and, therefore, should not be valued
separately. Because it is normal practice Therefore, aurropte values for these .
to include such cost in factory overhead, transportation cbarps ~ould also be
included.
·
.
and the RBm data did not indicate to
Respondent argues that electroplating
the contrary, we find it reasonable io
merely adds a finish to caps produced
presume that water is included in the
by Cli-Claque. TheDeputment
·
overhead value we used (See
reviewed the invoice provided by the
Saccharin).
We also agree with Cli-Claque that, for subcontractor at verification and found
that the charges were insignificant.
those companies that generate
electricity using di..-1-powered
DOC Position
.
generators. inclusion of diesel fuel and
Based
on
infonnation
ieviewed
at
electricity as separate factors of
verification, we agree with respondent
production would result in doublethat electroplating was an insignificant
counting. Since diesel fuel is the factor
cost. and would be included in the
actually used by these companies, we
surrogate overhead value. We disagree
have used the diesel fuel input in our
with petitioner's characterization of the
calculation of FMV, where possible.
Departinent's practice, i.e., If a material
However. for some ~ompanies this was
is usecfin the prodµction process, it
not possible and, instead, we valued the
should be included in the direct
electrical output of the generators as the
materials calculation. As stated in
best available information.
Saccharin, It is standard practice to
Comment 27: Labor Hours
classify certain inputs as variable
Petitioner argues that the Department overhead. Electroplating is in&equently
should adjust labor hours used to make · used in the production process, is small
in value relative to the total cost or
the electronic lighter caps because, at
manufacturing the product and, hence,
verification, the Department noted
differences for the total number of hours would be included in the sunogate
country overhead value. Therefore, we·
worked by unskilled labor in the metal
have not valued it separately.
workshop.
CU-Claque maintains that no
Gao (HK) Hua Fa Industrial Co. Ltd.(Gao
adjustment should be made to its labor
Yao)
calculations for the metal workshop and
Comment
19: Market Economy Inputs
that petitioner's comment on this point
Originally
Reported in Renminbi (RMB)
is based on a misreading of the
Petitioner states that the Department
verification report. According to Clishould use surrogate values for all
Claque, as stated in the verification
report, the labor hours per month for the inputs Gao Yao reported to the
Department in Renminbi (RMB), but
metal workshop were calculated by
actually purchased in Hong Kong
multiplying the number of days per
dollars. Petitioner argues that Gao Yao
month a machine was in operation by
the average labor hours worked per day. incorrectly reported purchases baaed on
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Gao Yao's calculation of the exchange
rate.
Gao Yao argues that certain
accounting records are maintained in
RMB but this should liot be grounds for
using sunogate values. Gao Yao states
that the di1Cl'8pancy caused by Its
calaulation of the exchange rate had a
negligib1e effect on '°1port prices. and
the Department 1hould use market
economy prices for matirial inputs
purchased from market econouiy
suppliers.
DOC Position

When a respondent purc:buel Import:
from a market economy and pays ill a
.market economy currency, the
Department prefen using the actual
price of that iaput rather than a
surrogate value, (see, e.g., Final

Detenninationa of Sales at Las Than

Fair Value: O.CUlating Fam and Ceiling
·Fans from the P•C; (56 FR 55271,
55275, October 25, 1991), upbehU.am
Metal Products v. U.S. 810 F. Sup. 314,
Alf'd, 43 F. 3rd 11'2 (Fed. Qr, 19M)).
For purpoaaa of our fiDal detennination

we have used actual. verified Pl'ic:e! for
thoee inputs which were pun:baSed by
Gao Yao from a market economy .
supplier and paid for in market
economy currencies.
Comment 20: Natural C..

Petitioner argues that the Depar.tment
should include natural gas in its
.
calculation of Gao Yao'• FMV lince It ·
reported that It uses natural gai.
Gao Yao states that the reference in i~
response to ..natural gas" was inconect.
The input in question was butane-a.
factor which was separately reported.
According to Gao Yao, tha Department.
verified that it did not use natural gas
as an energy source.
DOC Position

We agree with respondent. At
verification, we determined no natural
gas was being used in the production
process.
Comment 22: Port Handling Chargtis
and Rejected Lighters

Petitioner also asserts that the
Department should adjust Gao Yao's
production information to refiect
lighters which failed internal quality.
control inspection.
DOC Position

We agree with petitioner. We have .
adjusted our calculation of FMV to
account for lighters which were
unsaleable.
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Guansdons u,ht Industrial Product.
Import and Bzpo1t Colporation (GUP)
Comment 22:Govmmumtal Ownenbip
mdlDdepmulence
.
Pititionar states that GI.IP should not
be panted a separate rate because a
portioD of the company's mna are bald
by a pvmmumtal entity. Petitioner
arpea that, while DD evidence of ·
govemmentail iDterfenmce was found
during verlficatioD. the met nmaiDa tbat
abuwa of the company are held by the
government md. aince GI.IP only
tiamformed to a shareholding compmy
shortly after the POI, circumatanc:ea may
cbanp inciting the State Asset
Mmapment Bureau to take aCtiona
which interfme in the company's

Petitiomr additlcmally ltatel that llDce
wuehou.le withdmwal tickm .... tbe .
oaly methGd for eatablisht"B 98l'iaml
for material Ul88'8· the Deputment
.mould use these ticbta to calculate
Yariancea for material usap.
DOCPadion
We have adjusted labor Bpres.to
account for Yariances ubim ved during

verilcatiOD for purposes of our fiDa1
detmmination. We have bued matedll
uaqe on ieported amounts, howev•, ·
because the nriancea calculated using··
wuehouae tickets appeared to be'·-'influeuced by the amount of raw ~•-,
materials bl Work-in-piacn1. Since the
pmclucer of lighten did not maintain
remrds of raw matariala ilmmtmy in
work-in-proceaa. lt is oat pomble to
~tiona.
Petitioner states further that not
calcWate actual ccmaumptlcm.
.·
enough is known about the level of
IOY8IDID8Dta1 control exerted over GI.IP Comment 24: Butae Ccmaumption
Petitiomr states that the l>8putliaent
Cluring the POI, when the company WU
should .... pou comumptibD lamatill oWned by ..all the people." ·
Acx:ordingly, petitioner uguea that GI.IP for butane in caladatin1 GI.IP'• FMV for
shouldnotbepanteda18p&ratemtein purpoees of its fiDa1 determiDaticm.
this investigation and abould be
DOC Poaltlon
usiped the ''PRC-Wide mte."
We . . . . with petitlcmer, and have
DOC Position
made this adjuatmeat for purpolltS of
our fiDa1 detarmiDatiaD with l98pect to
During verification, the Deputment
GI.IP. Factmy officiala stated at the
examined all cornapcmdenc:e 6les
pertaining to the period prior to the POI, beginning of.verificatiall that they had
inadvertently repmted the net amount
the POI, and the pmod after the POL
of butane in the final product in the·
We also exuninecl bank records during
company's ieaponae to the Department's
the POI and found no evidence of
antidumping questlonnabe rather than
government control over the compmy
the pm amount of butane ull8d in
activities. In addition, hued on
produclng the lighters. We vadled the
discuuions with GI.IP ofliciala,
c:onect amounts 8nd have used.them in
described in detail in our verification
report, thet GLIP's management baa not this c:letermination.
changed since the company's
"transformation from a company owned
by "all the people" to a company owned
by shareholders. It ia not the
Department's practice to deny eligibility
for a separate rate based ~ speculation
thet a government might someday try to
influence a company's opemtions. If this
did occur, a future administrative
teview would ana1fze such govemment
influence in its determination of
whether to grant a separate mte for this
company. Currently, based on our de
facto analysis of governmental control
over the company's export activities, we
conclude that GI.IP is independent of
government control. (See Separate ·Rates
discuuion).
Comment 23: Cost Factors Should be
Adjusted for Variances
Petitioner states that the Department
should adjust the standard usage
amounts for materials and labor when
calculating FMV for the lighters sold by
GLIP to account for variances from
standard observed at verification.

China National Owneas Tradins
Corporation (CaTCOJ
Comment 25: Foteign Exchange
Controls
Petitioner argues that OOTCO should
not be panted a separate rate because
the compmy is subject to foreign
currency controls which ua indicative
of a lack of independence from the
central sovernment. Petitioner states
that in Sparklers, the Department stated
that for an exporter to be panted a
·separate mte the company must (1) set
its own export prices, and (2) be
allowed to keep the proceeds from its
sales. Petitioner cites to the
Department's verification report, whete
management states that CDTCX> must
ask permission to refund foreign
currency on returned merchandise.
Petitioner contends this statement is
indicative of a lack of control over
eamings and, consequently, a lack of
independence.
Respondent argues that there is ample
evidence of COTCD's independence
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fmm·80ftlDID8Dt c:mdlOl Relpcmdent
..... that Dllputment otBdall vadled
tbat there W8l'8 DO ntmm or iefunda for

my aubject lll9l'Cbmullle duriq the POL

DOC~on

AlthouF cxnm must receive

· pamtmcm to purc:bue faNip
c:ammcy, during veri&catiall w viewed

a:nm

iesuJuiy
evideace tbat
pun:bues fareip mmhen.. to pay far
lmpOrtecl mercbaDdise. We aaw DO
erideace of l8tumecl men:bandi8e: tbe
ltatemeat by cxnm aflci•la .

caacamiDBNtumecl~ -

hypothetiCal

in _NapOll88 to a
q~
fnim Depmtmmt Dlficiala. Tbe PRC'a
mmplex
fcnlp exr:h•np
CDlltrDla is DOt per .. evidence of

.,._.of

............. CODtral ,.........
Cownarln). 'l1le body of evid9nce

satbmed at vedfk:atian indicates that

cxnm l'8t8ina cantrol over lta emdnp,

bath fonip and domeatk:.
Comment 26: AfRllWcl Compmiea

PetlUaD8r states that the compeni•
which are afllliated with am:n did
not cooperate in this inWdipttcm ad ·
lt lbaa1a be uaumed tbat they had
umwpmted J1abter aalea to U.S.
cmtamma durlDg the POL .Accardinll1Y1
petitioner uguea, cxnm should not lie
panted a lepuate rate, and abould be
uaipecl the "PRC-Wide" rate u
punitive BIA.
18apcmdent states that CX7l'CX).
included information for all llahter aalea
to U.S. customen in its 18SJ10D18 and
that duriq verffication Deputment
ofBciala requested infonnatioll to
mnftnn that all sales had been ieportecL
Respondent uguea that a 1epuate mte
bued on its verified rmpame is
appropriate in the Department's final
determination.
.
DOC Poaltion
We . . . . with respondent. At
verification, consistent with nonnal
verification practices, we verified that
no COTa> amliate, except for the one
under investigation, sold the subject
merchandise during the POI. COTCO
officials coopemtecf with Deputnient.
verifiers to the beat of their ability and
we are satisfied that our teats of the
completeness of COTCO's reapcmae
demonstrates that all sales of subject
merchandise have been included.
Comment 21: Shipment After POI
Petitioner a.tetes that a shipment made
by CDTCX> after the POI and for which
there was no sales contract should be
assumed to have been a sale during the
POI and should be included in the
company's sales listing.
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Rupondent ltatel tbat all 181es made
duriJJB tba POI W819 included. in tba
data submitted to tba Department. and
that sales made after the POI lhould not
be included in the Department's
antidumping duty rate c:alculation.

DOC Position

QlllmlcirClli. . . . . .

Gi..p,.g Light

27.11 NegalNe.

lndualrial ....

ucll lrqxllt Md

We agree with respcmdmL We aw DO
&part Corporaevidence during verification tbat the
tion.
sale relating to the abipmat in question PolyClly lndustrlll,
was made d~ the POL During
Lid.

5.50 ......

PRC-Wide ---- . 111• Allni......
·verification, we viewed another
example of a sale by CDTCO where a
·11111 ~ ... not dlri--:t tor . .
contract was not generated prior to
abipmm of the mmchandise. Givm the
ilfannallllll to . . ~ - . . nodate of shipmeDt. the invoice date, ad
based on statements by COTCX> offic:j•ls, tify
... CUltoml Service . . . . . . .
~ IUDDIY cNrwlals hml8 • LTFV
.
we believe the sale should not be ·
al HIO ..nd ftu M a:lllllcll't flam '6fl
..ulling
flam
this
in+ea'lgda
L
Unll
mtli
U.
included in COTCO's sales data for the

e:::

POI.
Continuation of s...,,.,won of
liquidation

..

=

:-AC.~a1 i:.:-==~

. . . sU:h dllclalln Is ........ - - . .
be subject to the "f'RC.wldl• _ _ . ....

ITC Notification
ID eccardmce wltb l8Cllcm 735(d) of
the Act. we baw notUlecl tba

For Gao Yao, we calculated a rmo
margin. Consistent with Notice of Final -IDtematicmal Tnde ConnniaiQD (n'C) of
Dmennination of Sales at lAa Than
our detmmiaaticm.. M our &Diil
Fair Value: Certain ea..d Pencil• from
determination is aflirmatiw, the
the People's Republic of China (59 FR
will d8tennine whether tbme lmpam
55625, November 8, 199'), merc:bmdiee are causing material illtury, or tm.t of
that is sold by Gao Yao but
material inlmY. to the industry ill the
manufactured by-- producen will
United States, witbill 45 days. If tba rrc
not receive the zero mugin. lmtead,
detmmines that material illjury, or
such entries will be subject to the "PRC- threat of material injwy, does not exist.
wide" mugiD.
the proceeding will be tennineted ad
In accordance with sections 733(d)(1) ell 18CUrities 1M)lled will be refunded or
amc:elied. If the rrc determines that
and 735(c)(4)(B) of the Act, we are
such intury does exist, the Department
directing the Customs ~ce to
will issue an antidumpinl duty order
continue to suspend liquidation of all
directing Customs ofBciafs to._.
entries of disposable pocket lighten
antidumping duties on all imports of-the
from the PRC, that are enlenld, or
subject mercbendi• entered. or
withdrawn from warehouse, for
withdrawn from wmehoue, for
consumption on or after the date of
publication of this notice in the Federal comumption on or after the effective
date of the suspension of liquidation.
Register. The Customs Service shall
This determination is published
require a cash deposit or posting of a
pursUllDt to section 735(d) oftbe Act
bond equal to the estimated amount by
· and 19 CPR 353.20(a)(4).
which the FMV exceeds the USP as
shown below. These suspension of
O.ted: Aprll 27, 1995.
liquidation instructions will remain in
S.... G. '-'ma.
effect until further notice. The
Aaimnl Sflt:lfltaryfor Import
weighted-average dumping margins are
Administration.
as follows:
IFR Doc. 95-11161 Filed 5-4-95: 8:45 am)

rrc .

-.UNGCCllllaat......

Weight-

ed-ever-

Manufacturer/producer/e.xporter

....
'!!n
pen:enl-

··-r

Critical circunslanees

age

China National

Overseas Trading Corporation ••
CH-Claque Company Ltd.
Gao Vao (HK)
Hua Fa Industrial Co.• Ltd.

0 Affirmative.
6.15

Affirmative.

0 Negative•.
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APPENDIX C
FOREIGN INDUSTRY TABLES

C-1

Table C-1
Standard disposable pocket lighters: China (excluding China National and Gao Yao) capacity,
production, inventories, capacity utilization, and shipments, 1992-94, July-Dec. 1993, July-Dec.
1994, and projected 1995-96

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Table C-2
Child resistant disposable pocket lighters: China (excluding China National and Gao Yao) capacity,
production, inventories, capacity utilization, and shipments, 1992-94, July-Dec. 1993, July-Dec.
1994, and projected 1995-96

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Table C-3
Disposable pocket lighters: China (excluding China National and Gao Yao) capacity, production,
inventories, capacity utilization, and shipments, 1992-94, July-Dec. 1993, July-Dec. 1994, and
projected 1995-96

*

*

*

*

C-3

*

*

*

APPENDIX D
MONTHLY IMPORT DATA

D-1

Table D-1
Disposable lighters from China: Monthly shipment data by certain Chinese firms and U.S. monthly imports,
July 1993-Dec. 1994

Period
1993:
July
Aug
Sept
Oct
Nov
Dec
1994:
Jan ...
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
June
July
Aug
Sept
Oct
Nov
Dec

(1,000 units}
China
PolyNational
City

Gao Yao

Guangdong

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

Subtotal

All
other1

U.S.
imports

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***

14,422
16,8SS
lS,907
ll,S34
lS,743
1S,2SO

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

1S,1S4
8,181
19,123
18,S16
32,29S
S7,822
54,923
S,624
7,869
4,387
6,476
7,923

Computed by subtracting Chinese monthly export shipments of disposable pocket lighters reported by Gao
Yao, Guangdong, China National, and PolyCity from total U.S. imports of pockets lighters under Harmonized
Tariff Schedule of the United States items 9613.10 and 9613.20. The dates of exports from China will not
necessarily coincide with U.S. imports on a monthly basis and can result in negative numbers (e.g., Oct.
1994).
1

Note.--Because of rounding, figures may not add to totals shown.
Source: Company-specific data provided in response to U.S. International Trade Commission request. U.S.
imports compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department of Commerce.
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